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P l?K FA (' K

Tlu* traiislation of Lotzes (i rHHdziictjr dcr Psi/c/i-

olotfic, whi(.-h forms tlie ]>riii(ijtal ]tart of this book, was

made in 1«S82. and it was expected to ])iildisli it at once.

Circumstances })revented. for the time, the carrvint^' out

of the ]>hin. l)ut latelv a ))ersonal utM^d of some small

text hook to use in counectiou with the study of com-

parative anatomy in the scientific de])artment of an

undertyraduate cour^se led to its revival. This circum-

stance explains why the short cha])tei- on anatomy has

l)een ai)j)ended unnecess:irily. as it may seem. It is ))e-

lieved that, in its ju'esent form, this volume will prove

convenient: tirstly. for use in connection with the

little that can usually he sai<l u])on the physiology of

the nervous svsteui in the* (•oui])arative anatomy of our

ordinaiy colle«i:es. at the same time furnishing a

thoroug'hiy reliable foumlntion upon which to add the

more extended work in ]>sycholo»j:y; secondly, as a first

book o+* ])sych(doi^y where for any reason the physio-

logical side dors not receive special attention in the

philosophical dc})artment. Of the value of Lotze's

little work nothing need be said here, the great German

philosopher is ra])idly gaining recognition even iu
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Americci; while the series of •* Outlines." of whieli this

forms a part, has been exceedingly well received

abroad. Attention may be asked, however, to the fact

tlijit these are but OHf/fHc^. and embrace 1)ut tlie dictated

])(n'tions of an extended lecture c(jurse. Their use in

the school room im[)lies oral ex[)lanation and illustra-

tion, (n*. better, they nuiy form the frame work for a

lecture course which may deal as fully witli anatomical

and physiological details as time ])ermits. It is a matter

of regret that no English work iu this de])artment has

as yet a])peared which is not devoted to the indirect in-

culcation of a theory (unorthodox or otherwise ). or for

some other reason una(lai)ted to ]tlac«' iu the hands of

college students. Of the writei's ])art of the woi'k it is

uot becoming to speak furthei* than to express the hope

that the sacritice of literal accuracy will be found to

have b(M»n attcudcd with compensating advantages in

|icrs|iicuitv. The vei'y forcible and collo(|iiial style,

which is so strikiug iu the oi'igiiiaL is vei"\ hard to

imitate, and one uuiy he satisHed if the atteiupt prove

intelliiril)le.
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INTRODUCTION

Sensations, conceptions, feelings, and acts of will con-

stitute the group of familiar facts which we are accus-

tomed to designate, although with a reservation in view

of future discoveries, as the life of a peculiar ])eing

—

tlte

soul.

In order to fully meet our scientific requirements it is

necessary, firsts through the agency of observation, to

completely set forth all the individual elements of this

life and the general formulas for their combination

—

Descriptive or Empiricdl PstjrJfolofjf/; secondhj, to spec-

ify the nature of the subject in which this life subsists

as well as those active forces and conditions by which

this life is produced and caused to maintain that course

with which experience has made us familiar

—

K-rplana-

tonj or Met(fphi/sir((l J^si/cJwIof/t/ ; finaUy, to give a

rational ex})lanation why all these facts exist, or. in

general, the mission of soul-life in the world

—

L/e(fI or

Specidatire Psf/rholor/j/. Now since the latter problem

does not admit of a solution in strict scientific form,

while the treatment of the first is easily combined with

that of the second, the question with which we are

chiefly concerned is this: "Under what conditions and



INTKODUCTION.

by means of what forces are the single processes

of spiritual life produced; how are they united with,

and modified by each other so as to produce, through

their combined activity, the total of spiritut:l life."

Our course is that offered by the phenomena them-

selves^ that is, we begin with external impressions, by

which the spiritual activity is excited from moment to

moment afresh, then consider the manifold internal

transformations which these impressions undergo, lastly

the reflex activities—motions or other acts—which re-

sult from them.

Only after the enumeraion of these individual ele-

ments of the spiritual life is it possible to pass to a com-

prehensive consideration of the nature of that subject

which controls this life.



PART FIRST.

The Individual l:Iements of the Inner Life.





CHAPTER FIRST.

SIMPLE SENSATIONS.

SI. ^^'c liere uiiderstfind by simple sensations those

which evince no combination of similar or dis-similar

parts, and we, furthermore, assume them to be induced

(as is usually the case) by external im])ressions.

In thiscase we distinguish in the production of a sen-

sation, as the first process, the ej-fernal .^e)tse excifei)W)if.

No object becomes, by virtue of its existence simply^

an object of apprehension: it becomes such only as it

either itself approaches to contact with our body, as in

the case of impact, or communicates to the surrounding

medium motions which extend from element to element

until at length they reach our body, as is the case with

sound and light waves.

In all cases, however, the external sensory stimulus

is a motion of some sort or other and has no similarity

to the mental processes which are evoked by it.

§2. The second essential is that process uithin the

body which is caused by the external excitement. By

their contact with the body these external irritants pro-

duce manifold changes in the external layers, of whicli

we know little, and which we do not need to follow
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psychologically because they can only become the

sources of sensation when they reach the ends of the

nerves distributed throughout the body. Tn them an

excitement is produced which must extend through the

entire length of the nerve-thread to the brain before a

sensation can l)e j^roduced.

An injury of the nerve, wliich prevents this trans-

mission, results in the complete loss to consciousness of

knowledge of the irritations in the peripheral nerve

termini.

In what that excitement known as the nervous action

consists is not definitely ascertained, but it is only im-

portant ill ])sychol()gy to answer the question whether

this is simply a sort of physical motion or whether it

already partici])ates in the character of psychical life.

Seusati(m does not sim])ly exist at large in the nerves

but we must explain just what it is that is affected by

the sensation. The nerve as a whole it .'.annotbe, for the

nerve is an aggregate of many jiarts and, moreover, is

iH»v*'r. MS a whole, in a state of excitement ))nt, on tlie

contrary, one part is aiTocted after another successively.

\t would tlirrrforc be necessary to assume that each

indivisil)h' atom of the nerve is a sensitiv<' subject and

each traiisniits its sensation to its neighbor iiniil at hist

it readies the soiih

Tlie fact that the t raiisiiiissioii of the excit-enieiit may

l>e j)revented l)y alterations in the physical continuity

of the nerve, as, for example, \)y incision, shows that
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this transmission is the result, not of an immediate sym-

pjithy, but of ji ])hysical effect pnxhiced ui)on one nerve

atom by another.

Then we must suppose that the atom n acts physic-

ally upon the atom b and, as a result of this action, b

enters the state of sensation E. Then atom b imparts

a physical impulse to atom c which thus, in turn, be-

comes affected by the sensation E. The last nerve atom

Z acts then, in a way entirely unknown, u])on the soul

and now this also is so excited as to produce its sensa-

tion E.

It is easy to see that this last impulse, by means of

which our sensation ( which is, after all, the only thing

of which we really know anything) is produced, would

have exactly the same result if the nerve atoms exerted

simply a physical influence upon each other and if their

own sensations (which are simply assumptions and not

discovered facts) did not exist at all. Since the idea of

sensation in the nerves themselves contributes nothing

to the explanation of our own sensations, and, more-

over^ is not demonstrable, while the passage of a phy-

sical impulse can not ))e denied, we shall, in the future,

consider the nervous action as simply physical motion

which passes from one nerve element to another and

which does not partake of the psychical nature charac-

teristic of the resulting sensation.

§3. The third link in this chain of processes is that
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condition of consciousness so familiar to all, the sensa-

tion itself—the act of seeing a light of a definite color

or the hearing of a sound, for example.

Of the two elements in this process which we are

able to distinguish in our thinking, namel}^ the qualit-

ative content, which we perceive, and the perceiving

activity by which it is made known to us, neither the

one or the other is comparable with the nature of the

external excitement or the nerve process. As accur-

ately as we may analyze the nature of ether waves Ave

never discover in them the reason why they are seen as

light rather than heard as sound, nor why one sort is

perceiyed as red and another as blue and not the re-

verse. Furthermore, however we may combine the

physical motions of nerve atoms there never comes a

p'jint where it is clear that the motion last produced is

not to remain motion but must pass over into the en-

tirely different process of sensjition.

\';iiii ar<' all attem])ts to discover how it is that the

siiiij)l«' physical motion gradually jKisses over into sen-

sation. We must, the rather, be content to state that

nature li;is. by one of its imposed necessities, quite un-

known to IIS, so correllated these two dissimilar series of

j)rocesHes—motions and sensati(ms—(which we ;ire \\n-

aide to derive tlie one fiom the other) that a member of

the one series always ])roduces a definite member of the

other.
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§4. It would be assumed that these two series of

processes would not be linked too^ether without system,

but rather that similar excitements in one series would

correspond to similar sensations in the other and differ-

ent excitements to different sensations. And, when, in

the series of stimuli, a definite progress, retardation,

periodicity, or prominent elements occur it would be

expected that, in some way, all these would find expres-

sion in the corresponding series of sensations.

This assumption is but partially supported by exper-

ience. In the first place, the various classes of sensa-

tions (^colors, sounds, odors) occur serially one after the

other, forming no complete system. It does not in the

least follow because we perceive ether waves as light

that we must perceive air waves as sound. The same

is true of the individual elements of the different

classes. He whose experience of taste and sight was

limited to the taste sour and the color yellow would

not be led to suspect the existence of bitter and blue.

Again, it is only in the case of sounds that we find a

definite progression in the series of excitements corres-

ponding to a similar progressive arrangement of the

series of sensations: the pitch of sounds increasing with

the rapidity of the vibrations of the sound waves. It

should here be noticed that the manner in Avliich the

sensations reflect the variation in the exciting cause is

itself quite peculiar. The difference in pitch between

two tones has no similarity to the difference l)etween
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two numbers, but expresses an entirely peculiar increase

of qualitative intensity which could not have been ex-

pected and of which we have no other illustration.

In like manner the remarkable instance of the doub-

ling of the number of waves finds a peculiar expression

in the octave, which is not perceived as the doubling of

anything but as a remarkable combination of identity

and dissimilarity between the tones unexemplified else-

where.

On the other hand colors, although they corresspond

in their prismatic arrangement to a similarly increasing

wave-rate, do not at all arrange their impressions in a

series of increasing intensity. This discrepancy results

from the fact that we can only legitimately expect a

corresjiondence l)etween sensations and their immediate

causes—the nerve-] )r()cesses. The latter, however, we

do not understand, and are forced to compare, in all

cases, only tlie results of sensation with the external

stimulus u])oii which, as we saw, they do not immedi-

ately depend.

Finally, since our sensations do not form a perfect

system, it is ))ossible that the realm of sensations is Jiot

exhausted l)y our senses ))ut that other animal souls

nuiy <'xist with entirely diiferent, although^ of course,

to us unlvnown. forms of sensation.

§5, 'I'Ik' duration of scnsjition ciiii he roughly com-

pared, in general, to that of* the nerve process which
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l)ro(Uices it. For we tiiul. under ordinary circnnistaiices,

that it never continues lon<>'er than the (hiration of the

external irritation, unless the latter leaves hehiiid en-

during effects without or within us, which themselves

constitute the stimulus for new sensations.

Strictly speaking, however, an excitement of the nerve,

once produced, cannot cease of itself hut must he inter-

rupted hy active opposition. This is usually furnished

during health by the continuous activity of the nutrit-

ive process, by means of which the normal and indifferent

condition of the nerves is restored and they thus pre-

pared to impartially receive new impressions.

Very generally, however, not only when the irrita-

tion is very severe but particularly in the case of the

sense of sight, the process may not be rapid enough.

Then we have continuous or sometimes periodical exci-

tations corresponding to the well-known illusions. /. e.^

actual sensations, which, if active enough, prevent the

sense from receiving new impressions. An example of

this is furnished by the brilliajit figures produced by

looking at the sun.

§6. Every day experience, as, for example, ol)serva-

tion of an approaching light or of an expiring sound,

shows that we are, in general, very sensitive to suiall

differences in the intensity of tlie >tiuiuli of sense.

They are, however, onh' perceived as more or les>< in-

tense and the moment never comes when we cau atHrm,
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from the evidence furnished by the impression simply,

that one light is half as bright or one sound half as

loud as another.

This circumstance prevents us from finding, by the

most direct method, the exact law governing the de-

pendence of the sensation upon the intensity of the

stimulus.

We can, indeed, easily arrange a series of irritations

which admit of an accurate measurement of their var-

ious intensities but we can not, by means of the obser-

vation of the intensity of our own sensation corres-

ponding to them, refer to each its value in nunabers.

We can not, therefore, derive from the comparison of

these two sets of values the general law which suffices

for all. We are, therefore, driven to the following cir-

cumlocution. dei)ending on the fortunate circumstance

that we are at least able to judge with a high degree of

iiccuracy and certainty of the likeness of two sensa-

tions. According to the fundamental experiments of

P]rnst Heinrich Weber (article *' Sense of touch and

sensation" in H. Wagner's Dirtionanj of P1ty^wlo()y^

vol. Ill, ])art 2.) which have since been confirmed and

extended by niaiiv others, two similar excitements, when

they begin to vary, do not |»roduce two evidently dis-

tinguishable (instead of identical) sensations until their

intensities stand in a driinitr' geometric ratio. This

ratio renniins tli<' same for one and tlw same sense,

within \\\v limits, of ((Hirsr, of irritations so small as
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not to aNvakeii tlie nerve and so violent as to disturb the

function. On the other hand it is different for differ-

ent senses, approachin^j^ a])Out 8 : 4 for the hearin^i^

and simple feeling of pressure upon the skin: 15 : 1()

for the latter when supplemented by muscular sensa-

tion in lifting; 100 : 101 for sensations of light.

§7. The dependence of our capacity for distinguish-

ing impressions ui)on the ratio of the intensity of the

irritation, which has been derived from observation, is

embodied in Weber's Lair.

It does not explain, however, in what way the ratio

of the intensity of the irritation really prepares us to

distinguish impressions.

It does not explain, namely, whether the variations

in the intensity of the irritations produce a noticable

difference in the infensity of sensations, these otherwise

remaining the same, or whether they produce sensations

qualifatiielij different, and which are in this way dis-

tinguished.

In itself, every sensation is a single indivisible act. To

separate in thought as distinct elements the cpialitative

content and the intensity with which it is perceived is

indubitably permissible in so far as the immediate im-

pression, with regard to which we can alone decide,

agrees with it. This is. for example, the case with

sounds. Here we may really convince ourselves that a

sound of definite pitch and timbre may ])ecome louder
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or fainter without altering its character on this account.

On the other hand, it is quite questionable if the sen-

sation of a heavy pressure is the same as that of a

lighter one, or if the taste of a concentrated acid is

really the same taste as that of a more dilute acid of the

same kind. Still more reluctant are we to consider the

sensation of cold as simply that of a feebler heat.

Both are, rather, opposite poles, although the agencies

producing them are similar processes.

Finally, various intensities of light have really vari-

ous colors; a less brilliant white is not simpl}^ pale

white, but it has become gray, and this gray, as well as

black, cannot ])e considered as simplv a feebler sensation

of white. These points have been overlooked hitherto

and not disposed of.

The following discussion depends upon the assump-

tion, which, althougli un{)roven, may be correct, that

sensations are distinguislied because their intensities

vary according to a definite scale.

5^(S. It must he first remembered that for each sense a

certain small irritation is necessaiy before a sensation

can result. Naturally, in order to explain this circum-

stance, which is not at all self-evident^ a resistance of

sonic sort must be assumed l»y reason of which a vei'y

sm;ill initation is prcvfMited from affecting the mind.

\\ ln'i'c this resistance is ottered is not known.

It is farther jissumed tluit the passage from complete
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identity or imperceptible difTerence in two impressions

to a difference just distinguishiible is jilwavs oiieaiid tlie

same constant increment of the sensation (/. c, of the

second impression as compared to the first) and that

the minuteness of the distinction, may, therefore, be

employed as a scale for measuring the intensity of the

sensation.

It may be inquired, how must the irritation increase

so that the passage from one value- of it to another

may always produce a constant increment in the inten-

sity of sensation. According to the experiments refer-

red to the answer is this: In order that the intensity of

the sensation may increase by a constant difference. /. ^.,

in arithmetical ratio, the intensity of the irritjition

must be increased much more rai)idly. /. e., in geometri-

cal ratio: or, the relation of the first to the second is

comparable to that of a logarithm to the number of

which it is the logarithm; more simply expressed, sen-

sation belongs to that class of activities which rise in

intensity with greater difficulty the more intense the ac-

tivity they are already exerting.

The following questions remain to answer:—

1. Why this peculiar relation occurs at all. and why

the sensation and the irritation are not, the rather, di-

rectly proportional, which would seem more initural?

None of the theories offered is satisfactory, but the most

plausible assumption is that, in tlu' transformation of
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the external irritation, something or other takes place

which proceeds slower as the irritation increases.

2. But why is it that all impressions are not distin-

guished—that, for example, a weight 3 must increase to

4 in order to produce an additional sensation of pressure

and none is produced by 3J, 3^, or 3|? Certain arrange-

ments can be easily thought of by which this discontin-

uity in the series of sensations could be produced but

it is not in the least known where or how in the body

or soul such arrangements are situated.

Both these riddles are quite unsolved.

(Conip. G. Th. Fech)tej% Elements of Psycho-physics,

Leipzig^ 1860.

(t. K. Mueller, Foundation of Psycho-physics, Berlin,

1878.)

§0. It may, perhaps, be claimed that a state of rest or

an entirely unvaried excitement is never the immediate

occasion of sensation, but that the passage from one

condition to another is always necpssary. From this it

would follow that sensations which may continue to us

fur a long time, for example, the seeing of a light or the

hearing of a sound, must be based on series of single ini-

])ulses with intervening pauses so that here also a fre-

(|u<Mit H'petition of alterations between excitement and

a state of rest would occur.

in the case of sensations of light and sound this can

b<' proviMi. lien* even every single flash of light Miid
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every shortest sound consists of a consideraljle niunl)er

of discrete impulses which are transferred to the or<^ans

of sense. In the case of the other senses this evidence

. is wanting.

If it be said that all processes of stimulation which

are to produce sensations must have the form of oscill-

ations between two opposite conditions, it, at least, must

not be understood that the sensation consists in the

enumeration of these impulses. They can only be regard-

ed simply as the actual conditions upon which the origin

of sensation in an unknown way depends. In the con-

tent of sensation itself—in redness or warmth—we dis-

cover no motion whatever and still less the number of

the oscillations by reason of which it becomes the cause

of sensation.

§10. If an excitement a, which is ordinarily produced

by the operation of an external irritant and which is fol-

lowed by the sensation A , be exceptionall}^ produced by

an irritant arising within the body i hen the same sensa-

tion A will follow; this is called suhjedirp sensafwn.

Common examples are the ringing in the ear. flashes

of light in the eye, and fever chills and heat.

In connection with this stands the theory of tlie

specific energy of the nerve according to which each in-

dividual sensory nerve always produces the same sensa-

tion however it may be irritiited. If it were so, it would

not be strange, for every connected system of ])arts
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which is disturbed but not destroyed reacts in attempts

to regain its equilibrium, the form of which re-action,

depending upon its own structure and its inherent ac-

tive forces, is not altered by the diversity of the disturb-

ing irritants. But^ in that case, since this attempt in

one^nerve is distinguishable from that in ever}^ other,

each nerve must have its own peculiar structure, a con-

dition which we have not, as yet, discovered.

There are no facts, however, which require to be thus

explained. v\^e simply know that light stimuli, blows,

pressure and the passage of electrical currents through

the eye waken sensations of light, and, perhaps, that

blows and electricity produce sensations of sound, and

the latter of taste.

Now a motion of the ponderable portion of the elastic

globe of the eye can hardly take place as the result of a

blow without its being followed by a translation of a

part of it into moticms of tlie ether within it, thus

])roducing light waves which would constitute as sufhc-

icnt a!i irritant to afTect the optic nerve as if they

c;ini<' from without.

In lil<«' manner, a blow may impart to tense mem-

liranes and orgfins vibrations which then c(mstitute

normal stimuli to the auditory ntn-ve equally with sound

waves fiom without.

Finally, the electric current pi-oduces certain chemical

(l<M()nipositions of tlu* Huids of tlx' mouth in which air <o

Im- found suffi(*i«'nt irritants io alTcct the gustatory n«'rv«'.
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Hence it may be maintained that in order that the

nerve shouhl reach the condition a which is folh^wed

by the sensation A a definite adequate irritation is )iec-

essary, but very many inadequate irritants exist which

subdivide in tneir operation into various components,

one of which may be an irritant adequate to produce

the sensation A. others being perceived at the same

time in other sensations, as, for example, the simultan-

eous feeling of pain in case of a blow.

§11. The operation of the external irritation is not

as simple as formerly supposed; waves of light not act-

ing, for example, directly upon the optic nerves to

awaken according to their constitution all possible color

and light sensations. There are found in the eye pecu-

liarly constructed layers, as yet not well understood

( rod and spindle layers ) which appear to be designed to

translate the light waves entering them into chemical

changes in a peculiar substance (optic-purple) which

then act as irritants upon the optic nerve. In the skin

and tongue we likewise find peculiar tactile and gusta-

tory organs, which, in some unknown way, are sup-

])osed to give to the irritation the definite character nec-

essary to affect the nerves contained in them.

Ill the ear we find something analogous, although

here the simpler arrangement seems to }>revail. each

single nerve-fibre being receptive only to a single tone.

The entire expanse of the fibres (in the organ of Corti)
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is thus like a piano and each thread receptive to only

one rate of vibration.

A similar hypothesis is in vogue as to the eye. Accord-

ing to this theory there are three sorts of threads, of

which each is irritated independently, and each is sensi-

tive to one of the three fundamental colors—green, red,

and violet. The other colors result from the simultaneous

irritation of tli reads of the other sorts.

This hypothesis is not invented gratuitously, but to ac-

count for the phenomena of color-Mindness which are

explained by it.

It is necessary to explain, however, why a definite

coml)inatioii of simultaneous excitements can produce

from red, green and violet, the other colors, as yellow,

blue, and red, which, so far as the impressions of sensa-

tion are concerned, seem not at all likely to l)e derived

from them.

^\2, In one sense, r/// sensations are but subjective,

/. ('., only ii)>j)earances in (tur consciousness which have

nothinj^' con^'spouding to tliem in the extcMMinl world.

Ev<Mi in anticpiity this truth was outlined, and niodci-n

l)hysicH tills out the picture. 'V\\v ('xt(M*n;il world is

neither silent nor loud, neither ))riglit nor dai'k, bnl is

as utterly inconij)arable to these as is sweetness to ;i

line. Nothing is li;i|»p('iiing outside of oiii" binlics \)\\{

motions of various sorts.

Physiology (jfteri makes the untnuible stjiteinent that
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sensations are simply apprehensions of our own condi-

tion. All that goes on in the nerves while we aiv see-

ing is not in the least perceived bv us. and there is known

no process in our souls preceding the sensation so in-

timately that it may be calle:l an act of perception of

the sensation. It may be said, therefore, that sensa-

tions are appearances within us which are, indeed, the

results of external irritations, but are not strictly rep-

resentations of them.

The proofs upon which this theory rests^ all, admit of

evasion. It may be still assumed that things are really

red or sweet, but we cannot know them to be so except

as they cause motions to operate upon us which cer-

tainly are neither red nor sweet. l)ut cause to arise in

our minds the same redness and sweetness^ as sensations^

that really are peculiarities of things. The real proof

is that such objective peculiarities are unthinkable-

Wherein consists the brightness of a light which no

one ever saw, or the sound of a tone no one has heard

is quite as impossible to say, as what a toothache would

be which no one ever had.

It is, therefore, part of the very nature of colors^

sounds, odors, etc., to be limited to a single position and

a single occasion. They can, namely, only exist in the

consciousness of a soul, and then only when the sensa-

tion is felt.



CHAPTER SECOND.

THE PROCESS OF CONCEPTION.

§1. Concepts, in contrast to sensations, are those pic-

tures of memory which are left in consciousness by

earlier sensations.

This agrees with our ordinary use of language; we

conceive of the absent, which we do not perceive, but

perceive the present which do not require to conceive

of. Conce])tion is peculiarly distinguished from sensa-

tion. The concejit of the brightest light does not

gleam, of the loudest tone does not resound, of the

acutest |)ain does not ache. In each case, however, the

concept accurately represents the gleam, the sound and

the pain which it does not really reproduce.

s^'i. These pictures of memory are not (thrat/s [nv-

sent ill consciousness in this form. They a])j)ear only

now and then. I)ut, wlu'U tliey do, in such a way that

no external irritation is iu»cessary for their rej)roduc-

tion. It follows that tliey were not entirely lost in the

meantime, hut must have transformed themselves into

some coii<lit ioii>. wliicli we cMiniot, of course, describe,

})ut for wliicli we may employ the conirjidictory but

conveiiieiit iiiime, '' unconscious conce})ts," to indicate
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that they are formed from concepts and, under jn'oper

circumstances, may again become concepts. The study

of the process of conception must exphiin ])oth these

states.

§3. The disappearance of concepts from the con-

sciousness no one can observe; we can speak only upon

the basis of decisions drawn from what we find in con-

sciousness afterwards, and upon general principles.

Two views stood opposed to each other. It was for-

merly thought that the disappearance of concepts is

quite natural, and that the opposite

—

memory—requires

explanation. Now. however, following the analogy of

the physical law of inertia, it is thought necessary to

explain forgettinr/. because the continuance of an ex-

cited condition is self-evident.

This analogy is rather lame. Tt applies to the

motions of bodies, but motion is only an alteration in

external relations by which the moved body does not

suffer, because it is situated exactly as favorably in one

place as the other, and has neither cause nor standard

for putting forth a resistance to the motion. The soul,

on the contrary, is placed in various internal conditions

according as a. or b, or nothing is conceived. It is

conceivable that it reacts against each of the im]>res-

sions offered, and thus, without annihilating any of

them may. perhai)s, change them from conscious sen-

sations into unconscious states.
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Even the principle of the unity o/* #Ae so «/, admissible

as it is in itself—even this unity, which makes necessary

the reflex action between the many conceptions, so that

one must replace the other—does not lead us to the goal.

For, if it be asked in what way the soul, in its unity,

utilizes the plurality of concepts, the most reasonable

assumption would be that all qualitatively diverse sen-

sations or concepts are fused in a single homogeneous

intermediate condition.

Yet this is not the case, but the concepts, for exam-

ple, of blue and yellow, or large and small^ when once

originated in the consciousness as distinct, never mingle.

It is also clear that all the higher spiritual products^

which consist chiefly of relations between different

points which are to be compared, would be impossible

if, in this fusing into a common condition, the diversity

of the different ])oints were lost.

The following thoughts are suggested simply as hy-

j)otheses which are not deducible from principles.

Si. According to the analogy of physical mechanics,

concepts might ))p considered as forces which oper-

at<* upon racli other according to the degree of their

resistance and intensity. I^otli parts of this liyi)oth-

esis are difliciilt to supj)ort by ex])erience. In regard,

firstly, to the intensity, this notion is employable

in the case of sensations^ in as far as the greater per-

ceived content is an effect of the greater activity of sen-
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satioii, or a more severe agitation or aflPection of the

perceiving subject. But the simple concept of a bright

light is no greater than that of a feeble shimmer, and

that of thunder requires no greater eifort than that of a

slight noise.

The conceiving activity seems then to permit of no

distinction in intensity, but this must be found alone in

the conceived content.

Moreover, the more or less obscure concepts^ which

we think we have of one and the same content, by no

means produce a diverse intensity of the conception.

Simple concepts which seem obscure to us, as, for

example, that of the taste of a rare fruit, we do not

have at all, but simply know, from other sources, that

the fruit has a taste. The greater the field within

which a choice is possible between various tastes with-

out reaching a decision, so much the more obscure ap-

pears the concept of the real taste which we are seeking

but do not possess.

Complex concepts, such as pictures of external objects

or scientific formulae, are not obscure because the entire

content becomes gradually fainter, but because it be-

comes discontinuous. Single portions drop out entirely,

but, particularly, the definite relations in which the re-

maining constituents stand to each other are forgotten.

The greater the number of the possible connections

between which one hesitates, the greater the, so-called,

obscurity of the concept. On the other hand, as soon
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as a concept is thought complete in all its parts and

connections, it is not possible to conceive it more or

less vividly. The increase in clearness which seems to

result from the association by research with the con-

cept, say of a triangle, of the many other thoughts un-

known to the beginner, is but apparent.

§5 The second of the notions employed, that of re-

sistence, awakens the question whether it refers to the

confpjif of the concept^ or to the activity by which it is

conceived. These are not identical. Concepts are

never that which they represent, that of red is not red,

that of a triangle is no triangle, that of passion is not a

passionate concept.

If two conceived contents oppose one another, as right

and left, plus and minus, black and white, it does not,

in the least, follow that the conceiving activities which

produced th<Mn an* also opposed, and so, according to

the analogy of op])osed physical motion, would tend to

neutralize each other.

j^(), Tb«' Motions of intensity and reaction would only

be a})plicable to the founding of a system of ]isychical

mechanics if they could be referred to the conceiving

activity.

Tbis is Mot tile case. It could Mu*rely he accepted as

a fact, if the intensity and reaction of conceived con-

tents were the causes of the alterations of conce])tion.
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Ex])erience does not confirm this; conceptions of laro^er

contents by no means displace those of smaller. On the

contrary, the latter are sometimes in a position to sup-

press even the sensations of external irritation.

Now concepts never enter the soul without doin^^

something else; connected with every impression is that

which is conceived to be its result, and also a sense of

the value .which it has for the physical and spiritual

well-being of the one perceiving.

These feelings of pleasure and displeasure are just as

capable of gradual diminution as the simple conception

is incapable of it. This feeling of participation is sus>-

ceptible to great variations de])endant upon variations

in the state of mind, and according to the amount of

this feeling of participation, or, briefly stated, according

to the amount of interest which a concept, for various

reasons, excites in the soul at each instant, it operates

with greater or less force to suppress other concepts.

It is in this, rather than any inherent peculiarity

which the concept has, that what we call the power

of the concept consists.

§7. The second question was, how do concepts return

into consciousness? With regard to this, it is simi)ly

known that a concept, b, very frequently returns if an-

other, a, be produced in consciousness.

As. however, not any b aj)[)ears as a result of the

presence of any a we please, there must be a more in-
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timate connection between those which reproduce each

other than exists between those which do not so repro-

duce each other. This connection is called association

—a simple name which does not in the least express in

what the connection consists. Likewise is reproduc-

tion a simple name for the fact that a o-iven a recalls

into consciousness b, which is associated with it.

Nevertheless, the conditions under which both assoc-

iation and reproduction actually take place may be

studied.

The two primary classes which are usually first men-

tioned, ?'. ^., reproduction, on the one hand, of likes l)y

like, and, on the other, of opposites by opposed concepts^

are not readily supported by experience. For it cannot be

said that a sound or color recalls more vividly all other

sounds and colors than some other concepts. If, on the

other hand, opposites remind of each other, as darkness

of light, night of day, ])lus of minus; the reason is not

their opposition alone, but the special importance which

these have for our life or its activities, so that we are

thus reuiindc^l of the one by the other.

J^ut the third and fourth cases, the reproduction of

parts of bodies occupying space ])y other ])arts and, on

the other hand, the nmtiiai n'[)r()ducti()n of the parts of

a successive whole, as, for example, a melody in its

origin;il onlrr. do certainly occur.

Examples aiv luiiu'cessary. Neither does it seem nec-

essary to refor the third case, as is often done, back to
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the fourth, because, it is said, the perception of a sim-

ultaneous whole takes place in a successive manner, the

eye requiring to run over the whole and thus gradually

perceiving the connection of each several part with the

next. We do. indeed, form accurate images only in this

way, but it is not to be denied that an instantaneous

glance may form images of which the single parts are

capable of reproducing each other.

The facts may. therefore, be thus summarized:

—

Every pair of concepts, whatever their content, assoc-

iate themselves whenever they are liroduced simultan-

eously or one immediately following the other {>. e.,

without intermediate ones). To this case may be re-

ferred without further argument, the special ease with

which a number of concepts may be repeated in their

order but not out of it.

If . finally^ iinmediate rpprodurtion be given as a spec-

ial case, comprising instances where the concept or sen-

sation a is again awakened by the influence of a new

irritation which produces the same a, it must be re-

membered that the second a could not be recognized as

a repetition of the first if they were really l)oth ident-

ical.

The first one. however, which is thus awaked by the

second, now reproduces, on its j)art, those associated cir-

cumstances under which it was previously experienced,

and these are different from those of the present

moment. The recognition of the original a is, there-
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fore, dependent upon mediated reproduction, /. ^., of

other concepts through the agency of a,

§8, Most concepts, in the course of a lifetime, assoc-

iate themselves in the same way with many others. If,

therefore, a definite f is again distinguished in con-

sciousness, it is quite uncertain which of the many

others, g, h, i, or k, with which it was formerly assoc-

iated, may now be reproduced.

The basis for the decision in favor of any one lies

partly in the course which tlie concepts prior to f have

taken, with which g, li, i, and k may not equally agree;

partly in our mood or the humor produced each

moment i)y the activity or restraints of our being;

partly, finally, in tli«' peculiar conditions of the physical

lif»*. wliicli we will here omit entirely, but of which we

will s[)>*ak furtluT on.

These views can only be carried out in a general way,

it l)cin;4- iinpossil)h' to l>ase theories upon them which

can be carried into details, ami ecjually i]n})ossible in an

individual case to discovei* tlie causes which have really

pindiM-ed the seemingly capricious How of our thought."



CHAFTEl? THIRD.

RELATIVE KX()AVLEI)(4E AND ATTENTION.

v^l. Up to this time we have s])oken of the rehitions

and cilterations in conceptions. In onr inner life, how-

ever, there is, besides these elements, a conception of

these relations and vicissitudes. These two things are

quite different.

We know that when the concept of blue and red a])-

pear at once w^ithin us. they, by no means coml)ine to

produce violet. If this were the case, the result would

be a simple concept taking the ])lace of the others, and

a comparison of the two would be made impossible by

their disappearance.

Every comparison—in general, every relation between

two elements (in this case red and blue)— is evidence

that both the factors are distinct, and that a conceiving

activity passes from the one, a. to the other, b and that

this alteration which is experienced in passing from the

concept of a to that of b is itself in consciousness.

Such an activity we exert when we compare red with

blue, and the result is a new concept of (jualitative sim-

ilarity which we accord to both.

If a strong and a weak light are perceived at once,

the result is not the sensation of a single light ecpialing
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the sum of them both, but they remain distinct, and in

passing again from one to the other we become con-

scious of another quantitive alteration of our condition,

i. e.. the simple perception of more or less of the same

impression.

Finally, if two identical impressions have appeared

within us they do not unite to form a third, but, as we

compare them, as above, and do not become conscious

during the transition of an alteration in the concept,

the new conception of equality arises.

§2. It is important to explain that all these new con-

cepts, which we consider as of a higher order, do not

appear as resultants of a mere reciprocation of the orig-

inal simple conce})ts in the same way that in mechanics

a tliird movement results from the union of two others.

This analogy does not hold good at all in the spiritual

realm. The two impressions, ji and b, are rather to be

considered as stimuli which ()i)erate upon the })pculiar

and unit nature of a (^mceiving subject, and, in this,

give rise to the reactionary activity through wliicli new

concepts, for exam])le, that of similarity, identity, con-

trariety, etc., result, which would not be produced by a

simple combined activity of the se|)arate impressions

without the stimidation of tliis lu'vv s])iritual activity.

553. In tlic siiiiu' way as tlu'se wvw concept are

i'oi'nH'd, all of what we call (/ciicfft/ tio/foHs arc pi'odiUMMl.
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It is custoiuarv to assuiiu' that dissimilar constituents

of compared concepts neutralize each other bv their

contradiction^ but the remainin<i^ similar components

constitute directly the abstract ])art. However, the

single examples, out of which we construct a general

notion, are not destroyed in the process, but their con-

cepts remain along with the general notion which, as n

new ])roduct, simply refers to tbese. Moreover, the

general notion never forms a pcnnaiient picture which

may be conceived of in the same conspicuous way as

the single examples from wliich it is composed, "('olor

in general" can not l)e imaged to the mind—it does not

look green or red—it does not "look ""

at all, and just

so the concept "* animal " ])r(xluces no distinct image

like the concept of a single species. All such general

notions are not, therefore, jtroducts of the coml)ined

operation of many single conce])ts. for tli»'.y would then

have the same character as theii* com]»onents. The

names with which we designate them (such as the word

color) are simply conveniences for the conception of a

grou]) of single impressions, but with the accessory

idea that they refer not to them, but to the common

features contained in them, which can not. however. l)e

separated from them as a similar concept.

§4. I i)on this fact ilejiends the various mii rower and

broader meanings of the word i-oHscioHstu'sy. It often

ha])])ens that we perceive the ))lurality of elements. l)ut do
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not know how to distinguish at the moment their definite

rehitions. On the other hand, it is possible to become

conscious of them hiter, even after the sensuous impres-

sion is past. It follows that these impressions were by

no means outside of consciousness, otherwise we could

not remember them afterwards. But the faculty of

comparison, which enumerates and conceives of the re-

lations actually existing between them was not exerted.

It is seen from this that the two operations are sep-

arable.

The process of comparison, as the higher, can not be

employed without the simple perception of the sensa-

tion, but the lower is uot necessarily accompanied by

the higher.

Common experience shows that ther^ are numy cir-

cumstaiu'es whicli ])revent the ap})earance of this liigher

activity, in many emotions we hear the sounds but

do not understand the words; oi-. understand tlie words

but not th«' signiticance which they have foi- us. Kven

iMxIily and some little undri'stoiMl conditions cause that

tlu* siin|»le sensation of impressions ])ersist while neither

tlicii* ('\t»'i-iial noi' intci'ual connection reaches our con-

sciousness (uiin(l-l»lin(lncss ).

i^5. W'liat we have above mentioned is nothing, in

realitv. bnt a series of various degrees of ^'//c////o//. This

was f'ni-inei-|y consid<M'e(l as an activity of tlie soul

uhicli. like a departing and aj»pi-oa(diing ligiii. illnniin-

i
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ates, more or less brilliiuitl>% the impression, while it is

of itself unperceived. Later this idea of an activity was

entirely rejected (Herbart), and the statement was

made that the fact that we are attentive to something

signifies simply that the concept of this something

rises in our consciousness by its own intensity.

We cannot accept the latter assumption, nor can we

admit the statement that attention is simply a more in-

tense illumination of the content. We attain anything

through the agenc}^ of attention only when the con-

ceived content affords opportunity for the operation of

our faculty of reference and comparison.

Even a simple content is compared by us at least with

other simj)le contents, or with itself in different

moments of its duration. We learn from this that the

mere obserrafion of the content, intense as it may be,

amounts to nothing. It is plain, finally, that this com-

parison of one content with another ma}' he carried to

any desirable extent. Various stages may thus, indeed,

be distinguished in the consciousness according as

simply the thing itself and its ow^n nature is conceived;

or its connection with others; or. finally, its significance

and importance to our })ersonal life.



CHAPTER FOURTH.

THE INTUITIONS OF SPACE.

S^l. Metaphysics raises the doubt whether the exist.

eiice of extended space, in which we are contained along

with other things, is real; whether, the rather, the ex-

tended world is not an intuition within us.

Neglecting this question for the present, we .proceed

upon tlie common assumption. But since things can-

not heconie ohjects of our perception by virtue of their

existence simply hut always on account of activities

which they exert u|»on us. we are led to the question:

—

• How do (hjects cause us to conceive of them in that

condition of extension in which they are actually situ-

ated without us?"

s^*2. In t lie eye natui'c Inis cai'et'ully arranged an a])-

paratus which causes the light rays ironi an illumin-

ated point to he again collected in a, ))oint upon the

retina and \\\i' vai'ious jioints in the picture here

formed to occupy the same relative ))()siti()ns as the

j)oints in the ohject to whi(di they c()rres})ond. This

so-called image (d' tlu' ohject thus cand'ully produced

is, without doultt. an indispeiisihle recpiisitc to th<' j)er-

ce)>tion of an ohject in its true f(U'm and j)Ositi(m.
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But it is ;i fuiubiineiital error to supijose that the

simple existence of this picture is ;»h)ne sutficient to ex-

])hiin our concept of the position of its parts.

This whole picture is essentially nothing but a repre-

sentation of the external object within the ()rt>an of

sense, and hovv" we experience or know anything about

it is just as much of a question as was the question

how we perceive the external object.

§3. If the soul itself were considered a being having

extension, the impressions upon the retina might ])e

transferred to the soul with their perfect geometrical

regularity. Then one point of the soul would ' be ex-

cited by green, anotlier l)y red, and a third ])y yellow,

and the three would lie as accurately upon the angles

of a triangle as the corresponding excitations on the

retina.

But it is readily seen that nothing is really gained.

The simple fact that three ditferent i)oints in the soul

are excited is simply a trij)licity of disconnected facts.

No knowledge of this. /. p.. of the triplicity or the rela-

tive position of the three points is thus produced. For

this purpose there must be a unifying activity, to which,

therefore, as to every activity, all predicates of exten-

sion or magnitude in space are entirely foreign.

§4,The same idea becomes more apparent if we lay aside

the useless notion of a soul possessing extension and
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consider it as a super-sensuous being, which, in order to

be brought into relation with definitions of space must be

regarded as an indivisible point. Tn the passage into

this indivisable point the manifold impressions must

certainly lose all geometrical relations which may have

been retained upon the retina as do the rays of light

which converge to the focus of a lense. Beyond the

focus the rays diverge in the same order as they came.

Nothing analogous to this, however, takes place in our

consciousness. The various impressions which existed

contemporaneously do not again become distinct, but,

instead, excite the activity of conception, which dis-

tributes their iuiages ui)on the space which is only

an intuition of its own. Here applies again the remark

that the concept is not that which it conceives, and the

concept of a left hand point does not lie at the left of a

concept of a })oint at the riji^ht, but the conception

which itself has no proi)erties of extension, so conceives

the ])oints as though one lay to the le^t, theotherto the

right.

s>5. Tln' following result is before us:

—

Many impressions are in the soul at once, but not

H])atially distinct, but ratlin- like the simultaneous tones

of a chord, /. c, (jualitatively diverse but not alongside

or iindrr (mic another. Nevertheless, out of these

impressions must be produced the concept of relations

in space. Tlic (piestion immediately arises, how does it
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happen that the soul does not apprehend them as they

really are. /. e., unextended, rather than in spatial rela-

tions, which they are not. The sufficient ground cannot

lie in the impressions themselves, but must be simply in

the nature of the soul in which they appear, and upon

which they merely operate as stimuli.

On this account it is customary to consider this tend-

ency of the soul to conceive of space as a primitive, in-

l)()rn capacity. In truth one must be consented with

this result. All the attempts to explain Avhy this

intuition of space is a necessary attribute of the soul

have completely failed hitherto.

There is no occasion for complaint, however, for the

simplest elements of the soul's experience must simply

be accepted as proved facts. No one, for example, seri-

ously asks why air waves are heard rather than tasted.

§6. Much more important is the second question:

Supposing the soul to possess the function of conceiving

certain diverse impressions as distributed in space, how

is it that each individual impression is so referred to a

definite point in the space thus conceived that the result

is a faithful representation of the object which affects

the eye?

Obviously, the impressions themselves must furnish

the clue. The simple qualities of the sensation red or

green do not contain it, however, for each such color

may, from time to time, appear in every part of space,
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and can not. therefore, be referred always to a definite

point.

But now we remember that the care with wliicli the

accurate position of the various irritants u])()n tlie retina

is insured cannot be in vain. Certainly it is true tliat an

impression is not perceived at a definite point because it

is at that point, but it is certain that it might aft'ect the

soul far differently in this position than if it were pro-

duced in anil other point.

Now we will imagine the following arrangement:

Each color-impression R, for example red, pi-oduces the

same sensation of redness whenever it affects the retina.

But along with this in each point, Ji, b, C, etc., a certain

accessory impression. A, H, C, etc., is produced wliicli

is independent of the nature of the color seen, and

simply de]>ends ui)on the peculiarities of the irritated

spot. In this manner n local im])ression is associatf^d

with each color-impression, so that RA will indicate a

red reaction at the ])oint a, RH a red reaction at the

]>()int b. Tlu'se associated impressions b(»come indices

which «'nabh* tlu' sonl to refer the same sensation I'ed

now to ont' and now to aiiotlici- phice, or even simiilt-

atuMHislv to v; rioiis points in the spacM' ))erceived by it.

In order that this may occur in an orderly nuinnci-

these accessory impressions must be (piite distinct from

the principal ones, and not interfere with tliem. Hut

they must not only be lil<e in kind, but (h'finite mem-

bers of ;i series, or ;i svstnii (d' sri'ies. so tliat eju h lui-
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pression R may be able, by its local index, to distinguish,

not simply a particular, but an absolutely definite place

from all others.

§7. This is the theory of local indices. The funda-

mental idea is that all diversities in extension, and

relations between impressions upon the retina must be

translated into corresponding unextended but simply

intensive relations between the impressions concurring

without extension in the soul. These are not reflected

in actually discrete impressions, but there results simply

a concept of such a redistribution.

Up to this point we hold this principle to be neces-

sarily valid. On the other hand, only hypotheses are

available to answer the question, in what these impres-

sions consist which are assumed as accessory to the

sense of sight. Me suggest as follows: If a bright

light fall upon the sides of the retina, where, as is well-

known, the sensitiveness to impressions is duller than

in the middle, there results a rotation of the eye so that

the more sensitive part of the retina becomes the re-

ceptive organ. This we call casting a glance upon that

light. This motion takes j)lace involuntarily, origin-

ally without our realizing its purpose, and always

without our consciousness of the means by which it is

effected.

We may, therefore, include it among the so-called

reflex motions which result from the excitement of a
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nerve, otherwise sensory in function, to transmit a

stimulus resulting in a definite motion; this taking

place by means of existing anatomical connections, in

a way entirely mechanical, without farther agency

of the mind.

Now in order to produce such a rotation of the eye^

suited to the purpose mentioned, each individual part

of the retina must, when irritated, produce a degree and

direction of this rotation peculiar to it alone. At the

same time, however, all these rotations would be quite

analogous motions and members of a series graduated

according to their maguitude and direction.

§8. The application of this theory (many minor

points aside) is as follows:

—

If a l)riglit light fall u])on a point P of a retina

which has, as yet, liad Jio sensation of light, there re-

sults, l)y virtue of the connection of nervous processes,

sucli a rotation of the eye that, instead of P, the point

E, where the ini})ressions are most vivid, is submitted

to the irritation of the light. During the rotation

of the eye through tlie arc P E, the soul is conscious

of its ])osition at each i)istant, a feeliug similar to

tliat by which we are informed of the position of

our iiu*ml>ers in the (hirk. The arc P E, therefore, cor-

responds to a serifs of constantly changing sensations

of j)osition. the first member of whicli we may also call

P and the last E, Now, when in a second instance the
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point P is affected by light, the result is not only arep-

ititon of the rotation P E, but the very first member, P,

of the series of sensations of positions reproduces the

whole associated series P E, and this series of concepts

is independent of the actual rotation through the arc

PE.
The same thing would take place in another point

Q, except that the arc Q E, the series of sensations of

position Q E, and the introductory member Q would

have different values.

Finally, if it should happen that both the'points P and

Q were irritated to the same degree, and the arcs P and

E and Q E were similar, but opposed to each other

the actual rotation P E and Q E could not take place,

nevertheless, the irritation of the points P and Q would

not be inoperative. Each would reproduce the series

of sensations of position belonging to it, P E or

Q E. Therefore, although the eye does not move,

the excitement of the points P and Q associates

with them the concepts of the magnitude and peculiar-

ities of the series of changes which would be experi-

enced by the consciousness in the act of transferring

the irritations to the j^oint of the eye where they would

be most clearly seen, or, in ordinary parlance, in the act

of casting a glance. We now may state that in the act

of seeing a thing to the right or left of a given line of

view we simply become conscious of the amount of

effort necessary tc cause them to coincide with that line.
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§9. In this discussion we have simply explained the

relative position of tlie individual colored points in the

field of view. This whole iniat>e would, however, have

no position in any greater space, indeed, no concept of

such space would he present. We obtain the image of a

place at first through the agency of the eye^ the opening

and closing of which ( of which pi'ocesses we are otherwise

conscious ) determine its existence and non-existence.

The visible world is l>efore the eyes, and whatever is

behind not only does not exist for us, but we do not yet

know that tliHi'c is sucli thing as *' behind us." Motions

of the body exten<l oui* kuowU'dge. If the Held view

in a certain jiosition contains tlie inuiges a, b, Jind c,

passing from left to right. ;iud we then revolve upon

the axis of the body toward the right, a disa))])ears, but

on tlic right d is added. WC perceive in succession the

images of b c d, V d (% d e f. . . . X y z, y z a, z a b, a b c.

As a result of a recurrence of the original images

we have two thoughts: tirst. that tlie visilile ol)jective

world is in llic form of a continuous extension all about

us, and. sccondlv. thai the alterations in our condition,

of which \vc ai'c appi'i/cd duriug the revolution hy the

varying sensations of position, depend upon changes in

our I'clations to this (|uiesceut external world, /. <\^

upon motion ou our |»art. It is easy to see that out of

the c(un-ept ol" a coiitiuuous hoi'i/on the concept of

s|)herical extension may he dei'ived by va,rious revolu-

tions ill ot her direct ions.
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§10. This spherical surface would possess only super-

ficial extension, and no liint of a tliird dimension would

be given. The concept that sucli a tliin<>" as a third

dimension of space exists can not s])rin<>* u]) spontane-

ously, l)ut must be derived from experience, which

comes of passing about among the visible objects.

From the manifold variaiions in the various images

we reach the impression, in a Avay tedious to describe,

but easy to imagine, that every line in the original im-

age is the beginning of new surfaces, which do not coin-

cide with those first seen, ])ut lie at a greater or less dis-

tance from them in s])ace which extends in all directions.

We have later to consider the question liow w^e esti-

mate the distances in this third dimension of s])ace.

v^ll. The crossing of the rays of light in the small

oi)ening of the pupil causes the image of u])per points

in an object to lie below, and those of lower points

above, upon the retina, so that the image, as a whole^ is re-

versed. But it is only prejudice which makes it seem en-

igmatical that we do not see things ujjside down on this

account. Like every geometrical peculiarity of the im-

age this relative ])()sition is utterly lost in the trans-

mission into consciousness, and the position in which a

thing is seen is not at all predicated by the position of

the inuige.

But in order that we may ascribe position at all to

objects—in order, in other words, that the ex])ressions
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above, below, upright and inverted, may have a mean-

ing, it is necessary to have a concept of space which

IS entirely independent of the sensations of vision—

a

concept of space in which the entire contents of the

field of vision may be arranged, and in which, above

and below are two qualitatively opposite, and conse-

quently not confusible directions.

The muscular sense furnishes such a concept. Below

is the point towards which gravity tends, above is its

opposite. Both these directions are clearly disting-

uished by immediate sensation, so that we are never de-

ceived as to the position of our body in the dark.

vVe call objects upright when the lower part of the

object is seen by the same motion of the eye l)y which

we see ])iirts of our person which our muscular sense

assures us are l)eh3W, and the up])er parts of the object

in like manner witli tlie sauie motions which bring up-

parts of the body into view.

This {Lgreement is brought about by the inverted pos-

ition of tlie image on the retina. In an eye in wliich

tlie sensitive surfaces were in front of the axis of rota-

tion, but with the greatest sensitiveness in the centre

of the retina, the same result woukl require the image

to be positive.

^12. It is not possible lo exphiin satisfactoi'ily why

we see singly, although having two eyes. It does not

indeed always happen, but two impressions must fall
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exactly upon two definite points, in order to comlnne.

Naturally, we might explain that the two points

which correspond must produce identical local indices

which can not be distinguished, but we can not demon-

strate how this postulate is satisfied. In like manner

physiology contents itself with simple names.

Points on the two retinas which produce simple im-

pressions are called identical points, and those which

furnish double impressions are called non-identical.

Si 3. We naturally refer irritations of the skin at

once to those points of the skin where we see them op-

erate, but in case of a repetition when we cannot see

them, the memory does not assist in the least, for most

of the ordinary irritants have affected all possible parts

of the skin, and might be referred to one point as read-

ily as another.

In order to correctly localize them, we must be in-

formed anew at each moment where they belong, that

is to say, some accessory impression must be associated

with each primary impression (of impact, pressure,

heat, or cold ) and independent of it, but dependent upon

the point irritated.

The skin is able to give rise to such local indices, for,

on account of the continuousness of the skin, no single

point can be irritated without a displacement, tearing,

stretching or vibration of the adjacent parts. More-

over as the skin possesses, at different j)oints, different
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thickness, various elasticity or moveableness—passing

now over firm surfaces of bone, now over the fleshy

muscles, and now over cavities—-and, as these relations

vary with the varying positions of the members, it fol-

lows that the sum of the accessor}^ influences about one

irritated point would be different from those grouped

about another. These influences when received by the

termini of the nerves, and apprehended by conscious-

ness, may cause the indescribable sensation by means of

which we distinguish a touch at one point from one at

another. It can not be said, however, that every point

of the skin ha>; a peculiar local index. The experiments

of K. H. \Vel)er show that on the margins of the li])s,

the rud of tbe tongue, and the ends of the fingers, two

points of contact ( with dividers) can be distinguished

when oiilv one half a line apart, while there are places

on the anu^, le^s. and back which will not distinguish

theni at a (listance less than twenty lines. This is ex-

]»lained as follows: Where the structure of the skin

varies little (ver large areas, the local indices vary but

little from point to point. Where both irritants o])er-

ate siniultanecMtsly. the accessory effects are mutually

obscured, so that the points ar<' in<listinguishable, while

the same irritations inodiiced successively, when that

obscuring of the accessory effects is not ])roduce(l, nniy

be still <juite distinguishable. On the other hand, we

(h» not know h«>w to exjilain any t'arthei" tlu' extraordin-

ary sensitiveness of the lips. I'oi- example.
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§14, The above explanation simply shows how im-

pressions upon different points may be distinguished.

It remains to refer each impression to the definite point

where it operates. This is easy for those who see, who

already have a perfect image of the surface of the body,

and after once seeing an irritation produced at any

point are able to mentally locate the sensation, even in

the darkness, by means of the identity of the local in-

One who is born blind, however, must construct this

image by means of the sense of touch. This, of course,

is accomplished by means of motions of the tactile

members, and the formation of an estimate of the dis-

tance passed through in connecting one point with an-

other. It must be remembered that these motions are

not seen, but are appreciated only by the sense of

muscular exertion, ^. ^., by means of sensations, which,

as it seems to us, are simple qualitatively diverse, and

and do not in the least indicate the motions which are

their real causes. How this muscular sense of the blind

acts as an index of position we cannot say, but, in all

probability, the reason lies in the fact that the sense of

touch, like the organ of vision, may receive several im-

pressions at once, and that during a motion all previous

impressions do not disappear at once, leaving no trace,

but each adjacent set of impressions have a common

factor, as represented above by the combinations a, b, C;

b. C, d. etc. In this way it appears that the idea is
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reached that the circumstance which produces for us

the alteration in muscular sense consists in a change in

our relation to a series of objects which occur in a

definite order, that is in a motion.

§15. It may be doubted whether the concept of space

which the sense of touch affords a person born blind, is

at all similar to that of one who sees. It would, the

rather, be assumed that there would be far less distinct

concepts of the time, degree and effort in motions used

in connecting various points as compared with the

clear, easy and comprehensive apprehension of those

who see. (Compare upon this point the evidence of

))lind persons who have sustained operations:—Chesel-

(l<Mi in Philos. Transact., 1728, vol. 85; Helmholtz, Phy-

siolotrische Optik.)



CHAPTER FIFTH.

SENSUOUS PERCEPTION AND ILLUSIONS.

§1, A simple sense-impression represents only the

impression and does not reveal the thing to which it be-

longs as its peculiarity, condition or effect. This fur-

ther interpretation is the province of the understand-

ing. It is the understanding that is at fault if, after

having once found the concept a connected by the

incompletely apprehended accessory conditions c, with

the second concept b, we are led to conceive that a,

when repeated under other conditions, d, must be con-

nected with the same concept b.

But the senses themselves are not always so innocent

as in this case.

The eye, for example, as it represents the outer

world with its three dimensions upon a plane^ gives

false relations between the images of individual objects.

Here, therefore, where the sense falsifies and the under-

standing must rectify, we may correctly speak of illu-

sions of sense.

Here may be classed the diminution in the size of

distant objects; the convergence of parallels in the dis-

tance; the elevation of the surface of the sea above its

shore—simply appearances which persist as sensuous
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apprehensions even after the understanding is convinced

-

of the real relations.

§2. ATe estimate the same portion of space larger

if it be bright colored, but smaller if dark; the filled

bottle appears to the eye larger than when empty; a

rough object seems larger than a smooth one to the

sense of touch. A.n object appears longer in the direc-

tion indicated by the course of numerous lines upon it

than it really is. All these effects are utilized iu the

decorative arts. We estimate distance very indefinitely,

that of a bright object less, of a dark one more; that of

an o])ject. the markings of which remain clear, much

less than when causing a confused impression. Gener-

ally, we use three elements, the real size, the apparent

size and the distance to find one by means of the other

two. Tf the real size is given (for example, because we

know tlie object to be a man or cliild). and at the same

time tlie api)arent size, then we estimate the distance

;ls so much, the greater the smaller the second is as

com])ared with the first. If we know the ai)])arent

size and the distance, we may estimate the real size in

the same wmv. Tf, finally, we know th<' real size and

the distance, we can find the appanMit size in wliich, for

example,* the object mnst IxMlrawii in order to apjx'iir

at the given distanc<\

If. how<'v<'r, the obje(;ts. for example mountains and

water siii'faces, leave no natural scale, so th;it only the
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apparent size is given, we can only arrive at the real size

and distance b}^ dividing it into parts which we esti-

mate according to their relations to the apparent size of

a known object contained in them. A very important

means, finally, is furnished by parallax, i. e.^ the

amount of displacement of the image of the object C,

upon a fixed background, P, Q, R, if viewed from both

ends, A and li of a line, A B. This is greater for a

nearer and less for a more distant object. AVe use this

method daily by fixing an object in one eye and then

the other, or moving the head from left to right, or

walking intentionally to and fro.

Science has made great use of this by carefully per-

forming the same experiment with the assistance of

fine iustruments for measurement.

§3. The comparison of sensuous qualities (colors,

sounds, tastes, degrees of warmth) affords a certain

quantitative measure of the impression, be it intensity

or extension in space or duration of time. It demands,

moreover, that the testing organ be exactly the same in

order that the various local indices shall not modify the

impressions of different organs. A person does not test

the warmth of two vessels of water simultaneously with

two fingers, but successively with the same, etc. At

the same time the other breakers must be avoided—that

of allowing too great a time to intervene to leave both

impressions vivid in consciousness, or too short a time.
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SO that the secondary effects of the first interfere with

the second impression. Tliese secondary effects are of

two sorts. If they are strong and fresh, they ohscure

the second impression, but very often, and in the cases

of different senses, it happens that the nerve which has

been for along time subject to the same excitement^ after

this lias ceased, spontaneously assumes another sort of

excitement, through which it passes again to its state of

equililu'ium. And this counter excitement produces

sensations^ as, for exam})le, an eye long effected by

green, red, or yellow sees afterwards the compliment-

ary colors—red, green, and violet. These contrasting sen-

sations appear in the case of ordinary and muscular

sensation as well.

55 L We consider a body to be in motion if its image

moves over tin* retina, and this appearance not only

takes ])lace if we experience a passive motion (as in

ridiuiz: on shipboard) ])ut, also, when we are conscious

of our motion and convinced that the objects which we

arc passing ai-«' stationary. Naturally, the apparent

motion of objects is the opposite of our own motion.

Tlu' well-known revolving motion which occurs after

spinning about for some time and suddenly becoming

stationary ii|)pears to be caused by an unconscious move-

ment of the eyes in the direction previously ])ursn<'d by

the l)o(lv. Tnis motion, when il reiiches the coniei- of

the ev<'s, is instantly reversed hut to begin over again.
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thus the same objects pass by continually without in-

termission.

§5. If any object, as, for example, a staff, is brought

into loose contact with the body, say the hand^ in such

a way that change of position is possible, a new and

peculiar combination of sensations of pressure on

the different fingers, for example, is produced. Out

of each combination we form, from earlier experi-

ence, a concept of the position which the object (as

the staff) then occupies.

If now the staff be brought in contact with an exter-

nal object, and if it meets the same resistance in all its

positions and this pressure acts through the staff upon

the hand, we not only transfer the position of this

resistance to the common intersecting point of all these

positions, but we think we feel it immediately and

clearly at the place where it is offered, just as if the

staff were endowed with sensation as much as the sur-

face of the hand on which its other end rests.

This feeling of double contact^ which has innumer-

able examples, produces a peculiar vividness in our con-

ceptions of external objects. It serves, first of all, to

make possible the profitable use of many tools, as, for

example, the probe, knife, fork, pen, etc. By means of

it we seem to perceive the resistences or obstacles to

these instruments in loco^ and are able to apply the

proper corrective instantaneously.
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It teaches us, furthermore, of many of the peculiar-

ities of things, for example, of the length of a balanced

stick, or the breadth of a ladder rung, or the length of

a thread attached to which a ball revolves about' the

hand.

Finally, it gives us the pleasant feeling of an exist-

ence in spirit beyond the limits of our bodies, and this

is the reason for the numerous delicate and peculiar

prolongations or appendages of our body which usually

serve as ornaments.

[Note.—The further elaboration of this thought belonge to Physiology, but

the force of the remark would be lost if cousidered to apply simply to

the hair aod nailp, upon which we are much more dependent forour sen-

sations of the o Iter world than we at first realize. The minute ridges

and points found upon the skin of the hands seive in the same way that

a probe does to acquaint us with the position of an object, for example,

a needle, which otherwise we could only use as roughly as we now do

when the lingers are gloved.— C. L. II.

J



CHAPTER SIXTH.

THE FEELINGS. [SUSCEPTIBILITIES.]

§1. We apply the term feelings exclusively to con-

ditions of pleasure or displeasure as contradistinguished

from sensations, these being but indifferent perceptions

of a content.

We do not thereby assert that these two spiritual ac-

tivities appear separately, it being more probable that

primarily no concept is entirel)^ indifferent, but, rather

that the feelings of pleasure or displeasure inhering in

them only escape our attention because^ in adult life,

the sense and significance which the impressions have

for our sphere of existence have become more import-

ant to us than the consideration of the impression itself.

We conclude, therefore, that, as notions, sensation

and feeling, although always connected, are quite dis-

tinct efforts, and not derivable the one from the other.

Not any sort of a relation between various simultan-

eous sensations or conditions produces of itself, an effect

upon the sensibilities, but it is necessary, in order to

produce a feeling that this relation should be brought to

bear upon the soul, producing a reactionary activity of

a faculty not previously included, ;. e., a feeling.
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§2. A natural though undemonstrable inference, and

a reasonable hypothesis is that feelings result from, and,

at the same time, indicate the agreement or disagree-

ment between the excitements produced within us and

the conditions of the continuance of our well-being.

Pleasure would then be the result of the stimulation of

our natural faculties within the limits of these condi-

tions, and would increase with the intensity of the ex-

citement; pain, on the other hand, would be induced by

the fact that the excitement produced, partly on account

of its intensity, and partly on account of its form

(which is generally overlooked), disagrees with these

conditions. This does not imply that the soul first ob-

serves the excitement, then its relation to these condi-

tions, and, finally, decides, according to the opinion

])roduced by these acts, to feel pleasure or pain, but, it

is like sensation, say of a red color, simi)ly the result of

a series of processes in the nerves (although it does not

enumerate tliem). In like manner, the feeling is only

the last result of that strife or disagreement and only

enters consciousness at the close of this unperceived

process.

§3. Pleasure and (lis[)k'asure are general terms,

which, thus compreliensively taken, do not designate a

concrete tiling, but evei'y real pleasure or dis[)le{isure

has its own s|)ecifi(; character, and these cannot be

formed out of various ])ortions of a general pleasure or
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pain any more than the various colors are produced by

different combinations of light and shade. Of the con-

ditions under which the feelings in general, or definite

forms of feelings arise, we know almost nothing.

The first group which we can distinguish, the se)i-

suoifs feelings, /. e.. those which depend directly on

sense irritations, are the more intense in the various

senses the less these senses are adapted to discern them

objectively.

Colors and their contrasts produce simply satisfaction

or dissatisfaction: dissonances of sounds disturb the

hearer, personally; pleasure and displeasure of taste and

smell are much more intense; but only in the skin, which

itself furnishes but little information, and in the inner

portions, which do not contribute at all to our know-

ledge does this displeasure assume the character of actual

pain. The advantage of this arrangement is evident, but

the mechanical cause is unknown.

§4, These less intense feelings of the higher senses

lead to a second class, the (esthetic feelings, which are

connected chiefly, but not exclusively, with the simultan-

eous occurrence of numerous impressions and, in the

simplest cases, are actually dependent upon the simplic-

ity or complexity in the relations which subsist between

them.

The real reason why this simplicity, for example, in

concordant sounds, acts favorably upon us is unknown,
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for these relations, as such, are not, as a rule, perceived.

The character of this aesthetic feeling of satisfaction

or dissatisfaction can be distinguished from simple sen-

suous comfort and discomfort in that the universal

spirit within us and not our personal well-being is

augmented or disturbed by these impressions. To

these are added the ethical feelings^ of which we must

speak because approbation or disapprobation is simply

the expression of an importance or lack of it which we

perceive only in our feelings, and on this account is

quite distinct from a merely theoretical judgment con-

cerning the truth or falsity of a postulate.

§5, Further description of the susceptibilities is un-

necessary, but, on the other hand, it is useful to dis-

tinguish two conditions.

That is frequently called feeling which should really

be called affection, consisting, not in a quiet condition

or mood of the soul, ))ut in a motion which—as in anger

or fear—produces disturljaiices in the process of concep-

tion, and also generally includes involuntary motions,

partly simply gestures, and |)artly the beginning of ac-

tions which arise from the given inducing cause if not

controlled.

In like manner we must distinguish scrttivK^nts, i. e.^

those ap])rehensi()ns by tlu' soul that certain contents of

conception have always a definite value. Hravery or

])atriotism are not tlu'niselves simple feelings l)ut causes
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out of which, according to the nature of circumstances,

varying sorts of feelings may s[)ring.

§(>. The notion " I" is usuall}' defined as that of the

simultaneous subject and object of consciousness. This

definition, right as it is in itself, applies, nevertheless, to

every being which participates in this general character

of identity. When we speak of self-consciousness we do

not mean the general form of activity which '' thou
''

and " he " possess equally with " I," but we mean that

know^ledge by which we distinguish " I ^' from " thou
"

and '' he." It would be useless to affirm that '' I " is

the subject and object of ?w?/ knowledge, but ^' he '' sub-

ject and object of Jiis, as long as we are not fully clear

as to the distinction between that which is mine and

and that which is not mine, or his.

This distinction cannot be taught by any simply theo-

retical consideration in which " I " and '' thou " would

be simply indifferent examples of such a subject-object.

The reason that we are able to call one of them " I

"

and contrast it with the whole of the remainder of the

world by distinctions of an entirely different sort and

value from those between a second and third thing is

that our own conditions are not simply objects of con-

ception, but at the same time awaken an immediate in-

terest, pleasure or displeasure, which the same condi-

tions pertaining to any subject in general, but not

suffered by us, would by no means produce.
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In this immediate way we learn at first to distinguish

between what is mine and not mine. The concept o£

'' I " is later, and signifies that subject-object which is

the central point in the '' mine^' thus discovered.

Two elements are to be distinguished. The image

which we form of our own existence
^
may be more or

less faulty or erroneous, that depending upon the amount

of that power of reflection by means of which everyone

strives to explain, theoretically, his position with rela-

tion to this central point. The evidentness and vivid-

ness with which every susceptible being distinguishes

itself from the whole world does not at all depend upon

the perfection of this fine insight into its own existence,

but expresses itself in the lowest animal, in so far as it

recognizes its own condition by pleasure or pain as its

own, quite as vividly as the most intelligent spirit.

A spirit, however, which viewed everything without

participating, ])y pleasure or pain, would neither be

capable nor, if capable, would it be influenced to set

itself up as ''I" against the remainder of the world;

he would himself be one of, but not at all taking pre-

cedence of, the many examples of a being at once

subject and object of thought.



CHAPTER SEVENTH.

MOTION.

§1, Our motions take place independently of a know-

ledge of the means—muscles and their contractility

—

and certainly without our knowing how to proceed to

cause the proper excitement in a given motor nerve to

produce a definite motion in the necessary muscles. It

follows that in no case does the soul produce the motion

by its own direct action, and by going itself into the

details, it always produces, however, a certain inner

condition in itself (of wish, will or desire). This con-

dition is connected, by a natural law quite unapproach-

able by consciousness and independent of the will, with

the production of a motion as its result.

It is, therefore, only necessary to learn the various

conditions of the soul which in this way become the

occasion of bodily movements.

§2. In the living body ceaseless changes are going on

which affect the motor nerves and produce motions, in

the production of which the soul does not participate.

They are, nevertheless, important, for it is only by

seeing that motions occur spontaneously that the soul

of an animal can reach the thought that its body is
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movable, and that its motions are connected with its

own inner conditions—an idea it conld never attain if

it lived in a body never set in motion either by itself or

some external cause.

§3. The reflex motions may be distinguished as a

special class. Such motions take place when an excite-

ment of a sensitive nerve produced by an external or

internal irritation is so transferred without the aid of

the mind in the central organ, to motory nerves that, at

a stroke, the group of muscles necessary to the appro-

priate motion is excited to motion. A conscious sensa-

tion may accompany this act, or the excitement may

produce the motion and avoid appearing in conscious-

ness.

Many of these motions, such as coughing and sneez-

ing, the movements of the pupil of the eye when

affected Ijy light, are reactions Jirranged for by nature in

the structure of the body as protection against injury.

That they are certainly mechanical results of the excite-

ments is proven by tlie fact that they take place

involuntarily, neither can they be ])revented by the will

but only ])y artificial hindrances.

^i. In Mie mimic and physiognomic motions —

langhing, crying, sobbing and the like -the ])oint of

departure is, in the first instance^ a psychical condition,

namelv, of the feelings, and they are all very difficult to
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artificially imitate, and then only when one purposely

projects himself by fancy into the same state of the

feelings which is their real cause.

All these motions, liowever, take place without know-

ledge either of their origin or use. for one can not

explain why he must laugh in joy and cry in pain,

rather than the reverse.

They are, therefore, motions which are connected by

a natural law, which is neither invented nor well

understood by ns. with states of our feelings, as being

their actual results.

§5. A fourth chiss is formed by the imitative inotlotis^

as. for exami)le, those made when the observer uncon-

sciously imitates the blows of the boxers or of those

playing at ten pins, and when the uneducated narrator

imitates the moti(ms described. In this case it is the

conception—and that of a definite motion—which,

without further knowledge or volition^ is translated

spontaneously into the motion. To this class belong

most of our daily motions which we often even call acts.

As soon as, at the conclusion of a train of thought, the

conception of a motion founded u})on it springs up and no

resistance is ottered it in any quarter, this concept passes

over spontaneously into a motion without a distinct

impulse of the will needing to ])e exerted or perceived.

This applies ])articularly to acquired accomplishments,

as of writing or ])iano-playing. where the sim])le con-
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ception of the production of a sound produces the nec-

essary movements without any distinct concei)tion of

these motions being* developed in consciousness.

§6 These considerations appear to constitute a dis-

tinction between roliinfar}/ and invohiHfanj actions. In

fact, they do not. Let our convictions of the nature of

the will, to be developed later, be what it may. nothino-

can be ascribed to it ])ut iriJlimf. It can only produce a

result when a given change in the condition of a motor

nerve is comlnned with a given decision of the will, as

the s])iritual conditioning agent, by a natural law inde-

j)endent of it. When this is not the case the will

renuiins a useless wish without result.

.An act is voluntary if the internal initiatory condi-

tions from which an act s])rings are approved, ad()])ted. or

controlled l)y the will when they have taken ]dace. 1 n vol-

untary is every one which, although it, mechanically con-

sidered, springs from the same initiatory |)oint and pro-

(•'edsin tlic same way, does not rxpei'ifMice sucli ap|)roval.

TIh' control of the will may be likened to our use of

tb<' Aljiliabet. We can not devise new sounds oi* let-

ters but aiv liiuitrd to tliosr wliieli the (U'gaiisof s])e<'cli

nnikes possible, but we can coiuMnc tlu'se in endless

varietv. In like nunincr. thcsoul. in that it combines tli<'

initiatory conditions as it pleases, nuiy unite thes<' ele-

irients of c(U'p(U'eal origin motions

—

int(t the most

varied pi-ocesses and thus ;ilTecl t he rxpi'essioii ol' its will.







PART SECOND.

THE SOUL.

(THEORETICAL PSYCHOLOGY.)





CHAI'TKh' FIRST.

ON THE EXISTENCE OF THE SOUL.

^l. After this enumeration of the individual elements

of the inner life we inquire concerning the nature of

the subject in which they inhere or are made possible.

Our final conclusion will be most simply developed by

using those provisional views which we are accustomed

to at first employ, and then gradually transforming

them in order to ada])t them to encounter difficulties

with which, in their earlier form, they could not cope.

It must ])e remembered that everything can not be said

at once, and that only the final form which our view

assumes is our ultimate conviction.

^2. The ])ermanent union of the spiritual life with

the bodily, in which alone it becomes the object of

observation, makes the attempt natural to regard it as

simply a product of bodily functions.

However, it is an old discovery, recently newly made,

and by no means wanting in truth, that out of all

combinations of material conditions the origin of a

s])iritual condition of the soul never becomes analytic-

ally conceivable; or. more simply expressed, if we

thiuk of material elements in such a way as to predic-
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ute of them nothing which does not beh:)ng to the notion

of matter, if we simply conceive of them as entities in

space which are nioveal)le and may call each other into

motion by their ])ovver: if we. finally, imagine these

motions of one or many elements as varied or combined

as we please, there never comes a time when it is self-

evident that the motions last ])roduced may not longer

remain motions l)ut must l)e transformed 'into sensa-

tions. A materialism, therefore, which assumed that a

spiritual life could spring out of simply physical condi-

tions or motions of bodily atoms would be an empty

{issumption, and. in this form, lias hardly ever been

advocated in earnest.

The materialistic views which have really had adher-

ents have proceeded from the premise that what we call

matter is really better than it externally a])pears.

ft contains in itself the fundamental peculiarity out of

which the spiritual conditions may devclo))e just as well

as f)liysical predicates—extension, impenetrability, etc.

—are developed out of another fundamental })eculiarity.

From this results the new attempt, out of the recip-

rocal operations of these psychical elementary forces to

<*lucidate all tin* elements of the s|)iritual life just as its

bodily life is derived from the reciprocation of the

physical elementary forces of its c(uistituents.

553. This vi<'W. though not, on its face, iuipi-obahle. is

wrecked u|)on the fjict that it is impossible to exj)lain
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by it the origin of that unity in consciousness which is

a fact of experience, and which we are not justified in

ignoring, simply because it is enigmatical, in order to

explain more easily the balance of experience.

If it be said that, just as from two different motions

a simple resultant is produced so that the plurality of

the causes producing it is no more seen, so, from a unifi-

cation of the plurality of psychical motions a complete

unity of consciousness is formed, this would be an inac-

curate expression of the analogy drawn from mechanics.

It is, indeed, true that if two motions act upon one

and the same indivisible point or physical element,

they produce a simple resultant. This resultant does not

hang in the air^ however, but exists only as a condition

of the simple element upon which the components oper-

ated. Thus completed, this analogy does not lead to the

result expected, but back to the ordinary view, namely,

that these numerous elements, even if they possessed

psychical capacities, could only produce the unity of

consciousness if there existed a single indivisible ele-

ment upon which all their activities operate, and which

must be so constituted as to concentrate all these

impressions in its consciousness.

§4. If we denote by a, b, z the j^ingle bodily ele-

ments which are assumed to be both physical and psych-

ical, the question arises, what result would be produced in

a given time by the reciprocal action of one upon an-
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other ? Tf they were all simihir aud under like conditions

it would hardly fail to happen that at the end of the time

all wonld be in a similar state, Z. Tf this state Z then

Avere a consciousness it would he present in our con-

sciousness with the sauie content, as many times

expressed as the number of elements acting u})on one

another. On the other hand a unity of the conscious-

ness, aside from this similarity of all the individual

conscionsnes.ses. would not result.

In reality, the elements a, b, ....Z are not similar,

but they certainly stand undei' various conditions

in the structure of tin* or^'anism. sonu' of them, on

account of their restricted nature and unfMVornblc

position, can ap])rehen(l vividly but few operations

from without, others, superior and better sitnated, devel-

ope a much richer consciousness of all the ])ossible con-

ditions of the otbei's i-epi'esented in it. Wliicli. m>\v, out

of the many dissimilai'exaniples of consciousness is (Has

— that \vhi( h we know l)\ iunei'experience? W'e natui"-

ally wculd assume that it woui<l be the consciousness (d

the most highly developed element (d* all tlu' central

monad of our ImkU . acM-ofding to Leibni/. V\)V we find

the alt('i-ati(Uis in our body most (dos(dy connected

with the c(Hiditi(Ui of the "•
I. and veiT little goes (Ui

in it whi( h we have icasou to ascribe to the activity of

other <Tutral points of couscKHisness.

^5. It follows tliat Wf dn IH)t succeed in evading the
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view of the single and indivisible suhjpcf [sonl] of our

consciousness as a distinct part, while tlie other parts

constitute a body^ L e., an aggregate of many elements

which, taken separately, may l)e related in nature to the

soul, l)ut in no instance are identical with it. but are

dissimilar beings.

Tliis assumption, in itself conceivable, of a soul life

in every bodily element remains quite useless for the

explanation of our soul life, for we can not transfer

ourselves into the condition of these elements. They

have worth for us simply as they o|»erate as irritants

upon our soul and thus produce that internal condition

•which is alone known to us. Therefore we may con-

sider material elements as matter simply.

The other related assumption, that the soul, on the

•other hand, possesses physical peculiarities, perhaps

promises to be useful, but the popular consensus has not

received it, but, rather, has contrasted the soul, as an

immaterial being, to nuiterial elements and thus ])ro-

duced the difficulties of the following chapter.



CHAPTER SECOND.

THE RECIPROCAL ACTION BETWEEN SOUL AND
BODY.

§1. Let the i)ossibility of an iiiiinaterial existence be

admitted (of which more anon)—it is then customary

to object that, in that case, no reciprocation, at least,

between it and the body is possible. The latter won Id

find on the shadowy soul no point of application for its

physical forces: the soul would produce no effect upon

matter by its inner coiiditious, thus the complete dissim-

ilarity of the two would jii-event all action.

§2. To this it Ju;iy )>«' icplicd, that we (h^ceive our-

selves if we believe, in auy case whatever, that wea})pre-

hend tlie condition of a reciprocation, and if we consider

that relation l)etween soul and body iu which this does

not occur as an exceptional state of inadaptability.

ff we ob^ei've the inner inechanisni of a machine and

the connection of it^ jtaits. we thinlv we ujuh^rstand it^

o|)eration because our obsej'vation has been aide to

notice vai'ious thinj^s about it. Upon a little reflection,

however, we find that we do not umlerstand either of

the two conditions ujion which rests the operation of
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the machinery, /. c, the cohesion of its j>arts and the

transference of the motion.

Many words may, indeed, he expended ui)oii it, but

we do not yet know how one element of a solid body

sets about it to hold fast its neighbor, or how it is able

to cause the motion with which it is affected to cease

and to reappear in another })art. What we reall}^

observe in these cases is but the external imagery in

which a series of processes passes by, each individual of

which is united with its successor in a completely invis-

ible and incomprehensible manner.

In the relations between soul and jjody we cannot

follow this series of processes as far as we wish, but if

we were able to follow it, for example, to the point

where the physical excitement acts u])on the soul, this

latter transition would, indeed, l)e ([uite unintelligible,

but no whit less comprehensible than the transference

of a motion from one material element to another.

§3. The source of the doubt al)ove-iuentioned is the

false assumption, common even in antiquity, that only

similars can operate one upon another, or be affected by

each other.

One can be tempted to make this assumption only by

considering the activit}- to be produced simply as a condi-

tion which is already present in the ojierating cause a,

and may be transferred to b withfuit alteration, and,

consequently, presupposes a similar lodgment in b
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as ill a, and thus a complete parallelism between

a and b*

On the other hand, we borrow from metaphysics the

conviction that such a severino' of the condition from

that of which it is a condition and its transference to

another sn])ject is completely inconceivable. The effect

of an a upon a b consists alwa3"s in the fact that a con-

dition. A, of a is the occasion which ])rodiices. according-

to an iiniversjil law, of which nothing is to be said here,

in b, out of it-^ own nature, the comlition B, which, in

jj^eneral. need have no simihirity to the condition A.

Even ordimiry experience teaches that one and the same

effect. A, may proihice the most various results, accord-

ing as the objects, b, C, andd, upon whi(di it acts, differ.

We have, tlierefore. no I'ight to set up conditions

whicli must l)e tiiltilh'd in ordei- that a nniy atfect b.

The i(U'ntity. oi- simihirity of lM)th gives tlie ))ossi])ility

of their o[)era.tion no gr^'atei* comprelnMisibility or phius-

ihility than uoiihl fh<*ii- dissimihirity or even th(ur

inconipar;il>ilitv.

s^4-. A hond Ix'tuj'cn l)o(ly ami soul is often demanih'd

in ordn- to rrniKe compirlicnsihic tlir possibilitv of tlieir

recipro<a,tion. Howevei*. bonds ;iir oiilv nrcdcd to

unite those things vvhirh. of thnnsidves. will n(>t act

u|>on rach oth<M\ hut ;ir«' (piitc indifferent to «';i( h

other.

The uniting }>o\v('r of ;i hond consists in the fa( I thai
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its elements are united witli each other: nevertheless, we

can not he always sii|»posin<< new connecting links, but

come, finally, to an immediate reciprocal action of* the

individual elements which cling together without the

intervention of any sort of machinery.

.\ bond between body and soul would, then, only be

needed if tliey were quite indifferent the one to the other.

If we had such a l)ond it would not help us. for the

specific form in w^hich the l)ody would act upon the

soul and the soul upon the body by means of it would

depend not ui)ou the bond. I)ut upon the specific nature

of the two connected elements and their obligation to

reciprocation.

Instead of one such boud then, we assume that both

are connected by many peculiarly formed bonds. Each

individual reciprocal action to which they are compelled

by their own nature^ is such a bond, which connects,

jiot ill a general, })ut in a definite way.

J^5. ^^ e proceeded upon the agreement that the

notion «»f tlu* ^oul as an immaterinl being is possible.

Now. however, even this is <leuied. Only sensuous

things, it is said, are authenticated by immediate obser-

vation, super-sensuous are products of phantasy. How-

ever, only the most primitive view of nature considers

that we a])])reheml the existence of the objects them-

selves in tlieir sensuous peculiarities of color, taste,

hardness, etc.
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We have been long convinced that all these predi-

cates are but appearances which originate in our con-

sciousness by excitation from v^ithout. vVhat really is,

they do not explain. Actual sensuous perception of

material elements was early disclaimed by science.

But it has for a long lime, in its notion of the atom,

conceived of formal elements, similar to the sensuously

perceived bodies, which are supposed to be formed by

their combination, that is, very small bodies, having,

however, a given extension—of unknown, but still

definite form—and this small volume endowed with

perfect impenetrability.

Manifold difficulties complicating this notion have

led to the attempt in physics to regard the atom as

completely unextended, or as a point which is distin-

guished from an abstract point in space simply in that

it is the focus of forc«^s which operate outwardly, as

well as the point of application for forces coming from

without.

Such a conception as this simply means that the

atom, in itself, is nothing other than a super-sensuous

entity, /. c, not only, on account of its minuteness,

unattainable by our sense, but, by its nature, unattain-

able by (inif sensuous apprehension, and that the sen-

suous ap[)rehensi()ns which, at first, seem to represent

the real are siin[>ly secondary a])pearances which the

results of the n^fi<;x activities of elements, in them-

selves entinily super-sensuous, are made known to us.
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Hence the notion, not of tlie immaterial, but of the

material requires to be demonstrated, and the gulf which

seemed to separate body and soul as two completely

heterogenous elements and thus to prevent their

reciprocal action really does not exist.

[Note.—The reader will be iutereeted to compare the ideas briefly set forth in

thisi eection with the dicta of moderu materialism. (Compare the open-
ing pa<i;(;8 of Hermann Ulrici's Leibvnd Seele). Some of the various phases
of materialistic thought on the relations of soul and body will be
gathered fi'oui tlie following sentences:

—

" Will is the necessary expression of a condition of the brain occa-

sioned by external influences " (Moleschott).

" Man is but the sum of parents and nurse, of place and time, of air

and wenther, of light and sound, and of food and clothing; " or, accord-

ing to Feuerbach, " Der Mensch nur ist was er isst," i. e., Man is but

what he eats.

The rtnal ultimatum—"Thought is as much a secretion of the brain

as bile is of the liver or urine of the kidney" (C. Vogt) stands in bold

""."'.contrast to the teaching of our author here and elsewhere.—C. L. H.J



CHAPTER THIRD.

THE SEAT OF THE 'SOUL.

§1. An immaterial being can have no extension but

may have place, and we define this as the point to

which all effects from without must be transferred in

order to produce an impression upon this being, and

from which alone this being exerts its immediate activ-

ities upon the environment.

In regard to the soul, no one questions that it is only

present within its own body and here only acts immedi-

ately upon its environment by the agency of the body.

§2. It has been attempted to conceive of the soul's

special rehition to the body according to the analogy of

our conception of the omnipresence of God. We under-

stand l)y this that God is as near with immediate

efficiency to one point of the world as to every other,

that his will neither requires to pass over any distance

to reach the world element z nor needs any intermedi-

ary means to apj)ly it to z. Hut we do not, by any

means, understand th;it the unlimited extent of the

arena which (Uh\ thus rules af)])lies to himself as a per-

sonal peculiarity.

Ill like manner, it is conceiviMl, the soul, without
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extension in space itself, is, in its own body, all-present.

This analogy is, however, quite unserviceable. We
have already seen in the discussion of feelings of

double contact how nature succeeds in producing the

illusion, so indispensable to the beatification of our life,

that we are present with immediate sensation and

motion in every part of our body.

On the other hand, physiological experiments show

that the soul stands only in immediate reciprocation

with the central organ of the nervous system, with the

entire remainder of the body, however, only mediately,

through the nerves themselves.

§3. We are accustomed to assume of a physical force

that it operates in infinite distances without intermediate

mechanism. It operates, however, in diminishing ratio,

in that the intensity of its activity diminishes with the

distance.

According to the first condition, we may say of that

body which is the conveyer of the force, it is univer-

sally distributed in space; according to the second, how-

ever, we must confine it to a limited space, that is,

where the activity is greatest. This analogy is also

quite inapplicable. The slightest discontinuity in a

nerve, even in closest proximity to the brain, destroys

the reciprocation with the soul throughout the entire

region supplied by it. It has, therefore, no force opera-

tive at a distance which can overleap this separation.
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The third analogy alone remains, /. e., that of opera-

tions which take place in contact through transmission

of motions.

§4. This analogy has been chiefly followed, and it

has been attempted to find such a point in the central

organ in which all sensitive nerves unite in order to deliver

up their messages, and from which all motor nerves

spring in order to distribute the excitements received to

the body. This conception not only has certain inter-

nal difficulties, but it, in general, does not agree with

our empirical knowledge. Not only has such a central

point of the entire nervous organism not been found

thus far, but we have well-founded reason to assert

that it never will be.*

The question now arises how, under these circum-

stances, the notion of a seat of the soul can be held ?

§5. We return to our original definition, but extend it

as follows:—We err when we assert that because a thing

is ill ;i given place it can act upon that environment.

As long as we neglect the activity it is impossible to say

what is meant by a thing's being in a ])lace nor how it

differs from its existence in another place where it

woiild be exactly as well situated as in this one.

We think the order of thought ouglit to be reversed,

Seo I'nrt Third— FiinctloiiH of the optic thnliiuiH nnd corpora Btrintn.
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and should say if it is in the nature of a being, a, to

reciprocate activities with b, C d, then, b}^ this fact, its

systematic |)osition is determined, and, in the arrange-

ment of the world in space, it is that point of which

the immediate surroundings are formed by b, C, and d,

But the connection of all things may, in general, be

so many-sided that an element, a, is not only deter-

mined to reciprocate with the group b, C, d, but equally

immediately with p, q, r, while p, q, and r, on account

of other relations in which they stand, cause its system-

atic position, and hence its position in space, not to be

near them, but separated from them by an interval. In

this case the active element a would not have one, but,

with the same degree of tfuth, several positions in space

without being sub-divided into a plurality^ just as we

conceived of God as omnipresent, but not himself

extended.

Omnipresence, of course, includes all space, here,

however, we must assert that the immaterial being

must have several distinct seats which are separated by

intermediate spaces in which their presence does not in

the same sense reside.

Nevertheless, no real difficulty inheres in this view.

We have simply to rise above the power of ordinary

training which leads us to conceive of the immaterial

being according to the analogy of bodily atoms, and,

therefore, ascribe to it a sensible, limited magnitude

and form, and hence but a single position in space.
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§6, The question remains why certain portions of the

brain have the preference as seat of the soul over

others, although, so far as we know, there are no

remarkable differences in the structure or arrangement.

Here also we must alter the ordinary conception. A
single element, a, is not designed to always stand recip-

rocated with one kind of element, b, but not with

another, c. Every being, a, is affected or excited to

activity solely by ivhat takes 2)lace in other beings. Let

this activity be denoted by x, which, according to uni-

versal natural law, is the operative premise from which

it is designed that a new condition shall be produced in

a, then it is produced, and a receives this influence,

whether it is originated in b or c. On the other hand,

if X is not such a premise, a remains indifferent and un-

changed whether x occurs in b or c. Tn exactly the

same way the soul will euter into reciprocity only with

those points in the central organ in which all the com-

l)inations, adjustments and rearrangements of ])hysical

excitations are carried on after the completion of which

alone these can rise u]) into consciousness of the soul, or

wliicli an', in otlier words, the legitimate stimuli of its

activities.

§7. I f one were able, therefore, to o})serve microsco])ic-

ally as accurately wluit goes on within the brain as we may

observe the anatomical structure, it would appear su|)er-

ficially just as assumed by materialism; /. c.^ in various
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points of the brain individnal psychical processes would

proceed at the instigation of physical processes there

taking place, and the unit being of the soul would never

appear as the object of such observation. However, we

do not accept the interpretation given by materialism

for these facts.

These psychical functions do not take place as self-

evident appendages or products of the physical processes,

they can only be conceived as possible if the latter act

simply as excitements operating upon the peculiar

nature of that soul-being which is omnipresent within

these limits and not confined to a point, and thus lead-

ing to the exercise of its own peculiar faculties.



CHAPTER FOURTH.

THE RELATION OF THE SOUL TO TOIE.

§1. Experience could only lead us to the conclu-

sion that the soul originates and dies with the bod3^

Necessities, foreio^n to these theoretical investigations,

have excited the desire to establish its immortality,

and this has Ijeen attempted by including it under the

notion of a s((hsf(nir(' which contains, even in its own

nature, the quality of indestructil)ility.

This subordination leads to two undesirable results

which would gladly bp avoided, luunely, the reasons by

which the human soul uuiy be included under the notion

of substance would apply e((ually to every animal soul.

On the otlici- baud, this indestructibility pre-su})])()ses

not ouly iiimu)rtality after death, but endless existence

before birth, and thus we do not know where to begin;

nor does ('X|»ei'ieu((' give MS any evidence of snch ])re-

vious existence.

Finally, it would be asked, if the notion of substance

contains su(di an unavoidable dithcidty, is it, after all

useful, and not ratlxT a simple figment of th<' brain,

and whether, in the I'oriner case, the soul would behnig

to tiiat <dass whi(di should be in(duded in it.
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§2. In fact, substance is l)ut a name for everything

which is able to act upon others, to ])e acted upon, or to

sustain various conditions and, in these changes,

remains the same as a permanent unit.

On the other hand, it is a figment of the brain to be-

lieve that further explanation can be adduced as to how

the faculty for such conduct is originated, and to seek

this explanation by conceiving of a bit of rigid and

indistructible substance in each thing, around which

nucleus the other peculiarities or conditions, by the

which one such thing differs from another, are grouped.

Such a notion, when applied, shows itself ever com-

pletely unfruitful in explaining those appearances for

which it was assumed.

It does not appear how such a substantial nucleus

can be consistent with the plurality and changeability of

the peculiarities which we are accustomed to assume

( by the use of a word without significance) "inhere"

in it. Briefly, then, things are not things because a

substance is concealed in them, but, since they are as

they are, and conduct themselves as they do, they pro-

duce in our phantasy the false appearance of such a

substance as the cause of their conduct.

The soul, then, inasmuch as it, as unit-subject of its

inner conditions, conceives not only of others but is

conscious of itself, deserves, in the highest degree, the

title of a substance or being.

But this, on the other hand, does not at all justify
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the assertion that this capacity, if once exercised, must

then always be exercised, and cannot, in the career of

the thing, be originated or cease to be.

§3. For the decision of this matter we borrow from

metaphysics a demonstration which stands opposed to the

conception to which the study of nature has accustomed

us. For the latter attempts to explain the course of

nature by assuming a multiplicity of original elements,

of which each might exist if the others did not, and

which, further, have, in themselves, no necessary

connection one with another, but are either brought

into such relation or else had somehow been placed

there, and which, finally, are obliged by general laws to

exert one reciprocal action in one relation and another

in another relation.

On the other hand, we briefly assert that really no

effect of one element upon another is conceivable with-

out contradiction as long as they conceived of as origin-

ally independent and unrelated one to another. It is

only possible if vv<' consider them as dependent modifi-

cations of a single actual being which is in them all as

the ground of flieir existence and, farther, the reason

why they are obliged, under definite conditions, to act

in a definite manner, and, finally, as that which makes the

fulfilment of the above-described obligations possible;

oi', oiherwiseex|)re,sse(l, all things are not what they are,

Jieither do they act as they do because of Jin endowment
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of their nature which belonged to them before the

world was. Neither was the world, at a later period,

obliged to conform to them, so that there was only pro-

duced, in consequence, what was permitted by these

postulates. But they all exist, and operate as commis-

sioned by this single absolute being; and all that we

generally consider as the final unalterable elements and

laws of nature have this invariableness and value only

in conformity to the plan for the fulfilment of which

they were ordained.

This view was not invented to satisfy the present

requirements, it is, rather, necessary in order to compre-

hend the simplest effect of one element upon another,

but it is applicable to our case.

It may lie within the bounds of possibility that all

these varying appearances are produced by combinations

of unchangeable elements at the dictation of universal

laws. For this reason, then, there are in the world

those constant quantities whose activities always occur

in the same way and which are but the actions con-

stantly produced or sustained by each individual exist-

ence. But it also lies within possibility that there

are other elements, only appearing in given points of

time in the course of nature, namely, when all the

conditions are met which, according to the universal

plan, can bring them into being.

There is no reason why these elements, when once

produced should not conduct themselves as simple

,
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indevisible and independent foci of converging and

diverging activities.

Among these elements we number the soul. A
further question—how these are brought into that con-

dition of independence—we dismiss as out of place. Nor

can we explain how it is, or was brought about, that

those constant elements exist and continue eternally.

§5. At the place and moment in which, in the course

of physical nature, the embryo of an organic being is

formed, the soul ])elonging to the organism is formed

out of that universal being everywhere present, and

this act is a consequent of that physical process. Super-

ficially viewed, materialism seems to be correct in

stating that the soul originates in and with (not, liow-

ever. out of and throiigli) tlie body. And it is useless to

question regarding the manner in which it appears, as

it were, from without simultaneously with the body.

80 far as immortality is concerned, it is not a subject

to ])e decided upon from a theoretical stand})oint.

We hold, as of general a])|)licability; only the funda-

uuMital law that whatever has once been formed will

endure as long as it has iiu unaltered value for the

coherence of the world, but will self-evidently cease to

exist as soon as this is not the case. Yet this huv is not

a})])licable in our hnnds, we ('iinm)t presuuu' tosay what

may constitute thr merit which produces the perman-

ence, or the lack whi( h uuikes it impossible.



CHAPTER FIFTH.

THE SOUL'S ESSENCE.

§1. In investigating the essence of a thing we may

first inquire how this thing differs from another;

second, how it is that the content thus indicated can

exist as a real thing.

The second question may be answered in the case of

objects whose distinctive peculiarities consist only in

the form of a material previously existing. In this

case we usually consider matter as the ''being/^ and

the form as unessential. But simple matter, like every

simple being, cannot be continually derived from some-

thing different from itself.

We have often before dismissed, as unanswerable,

the questions how it is that any content can exist, and

act and be acted upon as a thing. Our inquiries must,

then, be what are the peculiar characteristics consti-

tuting the souFs real being, by which it is distinguish-

able from other substances.

We can only learn of tne nature of each thing, and

in like manner of matter, through its operations and

effects. It is, therefore, not an error, but the natural

method of psychology to define the nature of the soul

thus reversely.
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The first systematic attempt, in the doctrine of

the faculties of the soiil^ has remained unfruitful.

The multitudinous psychical activities were classified

according to their resemblances, and it was, indeed, cor-

rect to ascribe to each such group of actually produced

activities a faculty.

However, this notion was not as fruitful as that of

force in physics, for the physicist only seriously speaks

of a force when^ not only the form of the effect is

known, but when a law can be given, according to

which its magnitude varies in proportion to the varia-

tion in certain conditions.

The faculties of the soul, on the other hand, were

simply abstracted from the form of the activities and

no law was found for them, thus simply a tautology

was reached as, for example, in the statement that the

faculty of sensation produces sensation without ex-

plaining under what conditions.

On the other hand physics has been successful only

in so far as it has reduced all natural processes to

motions of masses, By means of this similarity in the

processes it was possible to accurately define the result

obtained ])y the simultaneous and combined operation

of various forces uj)on the same object. But psych-

ical conditions can not l)e reduced to such a common

standard.

We have no idea of wliat would result from the com-

bined action of the faculties of susceptibility and of
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conception. What is known concerning it is derived

indej)endently of it from experience and a knowledge of

humanity.

Both these deficiencies are not to be removed by any

better carrying out of the theory. It can only serve,

then, as a convenient catalogue of spiritual activities

but not as an explanation of them.

§3. The unproductiveness of this theory, and the poor

standard it supplies for the connection of the various

faculties (which it always viewed as the expressions of

an individual soul) induced Herbart to attempt the

explanation of all these spiritual activities and fac-

ulties as a series of results springing successively from

a single primitive activity of the soul.

The soul was considered as one of the super-sensuous,

absolute beings of completely simple nature, which

always remain unchanged if undisturbed, and yet, when

they are affected by external irritants which would

produce disturbances in their nature put forth activ-

ities for self preservation. And these self-preservative

efforts vary with the disturbances producing them.

In the case of other real beings, as, for example, those

composed of matter, we can know nothing of the

character of this process of restoring the equilibrium.

In the soul, on the other hand, we know, or dare to

assume, that they, in general, are in the form of con-

ceptions.
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By means of physical irritations, which Herbart did

not follow further, the soul is induced to put forth this

reaction, and the conceptions here occurring, i. e.^ of

simple sensations, a definite color, sound or taste, are

the simple elements through the farther reciprocation

of which results the whole of the remainder of the soul

life.

We mention here, gratefully, only the previously

mentioned explanation which elucidates the process of

conception according to general mechanical laws.

On the other hand, we cannot agree with the attempt

to derive all the higher activities of the soul as inde-

pendent mechanical products of this process of conception

without the supposition of some faculty in it not yet men-

tioned. This law was not indeed, considered necessary, for

Her])art himself admitted that even the simplest sensa-

tions grouj) themselves in entirely distinct classes,

colors, sounds, tastes, none of which are derivable one

from another; that the soul thus really possess quite

distinct faculties which we cannot derive from that

unity which we still insist upon.

Nothing, then, was to prevent the assumption that

these sensations and th(Mr relations among one another

operate as new stimuli upon the soul unit, and then

])roduce entirely new reactions which it would, how-

ever, be impossible to derive from these sources them-

selves.

Such an assumption would only be met by the
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demonstration that it is unnecessary, and that really

all the higher activities are quite independent results

of the reciprocal attrition of the simplest concepts.

This demonstration has not succeeded as may be seen

from the following examples.

§1. We have already found it impossible that a soul,

were it but a conceiving being, should conceive of

relations between its concepts other than they really

are, for example, as though they were in space while

they are not. If it does so, then it must add to this

actual existence something new from its own nature

which is not derived from the thing itself. In like

manner it was found impossible to consider attention

as simply the intensity of the conception itself; the

subject which exerts all the applying activities in which

the real office of attention consists would, in that case,

be entirely wanting. We now find it quite impossible

to consider feelings of pleasure or displeasure as inde-

pendent results of the various positions in which the

conceptions, during their progress, may become related

one to another. If the soul were simply a conceiving

being it would conceive all these facts accurately and

indifferently, even though they were fraught with its own

destruction. The fact that it partakes in an interest in

them is a new fact which must proceed from some other

peculiarity of its own existence.

Finally, no one could be persuaded that what we
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mean when we say '' I will " signifies simply the access

of a conception into consciousness through a conflict

with forces which attempt to prevent it.

However obscure and inexplicable the idea that in

this case we have to deal with an act and not simply a

happening—an act produced by ourselves, the unit-

subject of our world of concepts—yet the fact itself

which we thus designate and discover immediately in

inner experience cannot be displaced by this hypo-

thesis which throughout explains nothing, any more

than the appearance only of such an act could

present itself to us as distinguished from its simple

occurrence.

We close, then, with the conviction that it is possible

and necessary to credit to the unit-being of the soul

more than a simple adaptability for conceptions, and

that even these reactions of the first order which take

place as a result of external stimuli, in the form of

conce])tions. may, by their relations and combinations?

become new stiimili l)y means of which faculties of the

soul not before affected are excited to expression.

i^5. 'rb<' explanation of the origin of the higher

spiritual activities fnmi the lower must be given up. In

the place of such a )}ircli(()tic<(l ronstriiction^ another

view nuiy In* pn'sented, which affirms that the sum of

spiritual expressions, let them originate as they nuiy,

are, at any rate, suited to one another, and necessary,
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hence, those ideas which express the destiny of the soul

are completely realized.

The Idealistic systems, and particularly latterly

that of Hegel, made this attempt. According to

these, the world in general is not a simple fact,

it has also a meaning. In this whole every individual

has its definite position, and the being of each thing

consists really in the partial idea with the real-

ization of which it is intrusted and through which it

contributes its own to the unbroken whole of the

ultimate or universal idea of the world.

If we cfin formulate an accurate exhaustive expres-

sion for this ultimate idea, we can derive from it the

form of each thing, the totality of the faculties neces-

sary to it, and, finally, the general laws according to

which these must operate in order to reach that con-

summation.

As, however, that definition is impossible, instead of

a scientific deduction, capable of proof and counter

proof, we must accept one which comb nes, with more

or less taste, more or less of aesthetic correctness, the

single spiritual activities with such a comprehensive

expression as may have been found for this ultimate

idea.

The learned conceptions which are possible in the

premises, and which have not been Avanting have,

moreover, become one-sided on account of an historic

circumstance.
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The question concerning the method and truth of

our knowledge or concerning the rehition between

subject and object has so absorbed all attention that the

process by which the existing being becomes conscious

of its own existence, /. e., the development of self-

consciousness is considered the real goal or the final

content of the entire world-system. The soul appears

simply designed for the solution of the problem of self-

consciousness within the earthly life, and the various

forms in which this office of pure intelligence is gradu-

ally performed fill nearly the whole field of psychology.

T\ve content of this, however—that which is sensuously

perceived, or viewed, or conceived—on the other hand, is

quite as much neglected as the entire remainder of the

soul life, of susceptibility and volition, which only

comes under consideration in as far as it can be applied

to this problem of self-objectivity.
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CHAPTER SIXTH.

THE MUTABLE CONDITION OF THE SOUL.

§1. The life of the soul consists, not in a uniform

possession, but in the varying operation of its faculties.

In this it is in most obvious dependence upon the body.

The opportunity afforded by certain disturbances of the

body has made it possible to define this dependence

more accurately.

Three interpretations of the observations made con-

cerning them are, however, possible. Firstly^ the organ

disturbed may be the operative cause of the spiritual

function which can not, therefore, be performed after

its disarrangement; secondly, this organ may be the

sole transmitter of the irritations necessary to the soul

in order that it may be induced to put forth a function

otherwise explicable out of its nature; or, thirdly, the

disturbance may exert, either directly or by means of

alterations which it induces in other organs^ a positive

activity of a repressive sort upon the soul, and this

prevents, for a time, the expression of the faculty which

itself persists.

Only the first of these interpretations appears unten-

able on account of the impossibility of considering

psychical functions as self-evident products of physical
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processes. If we wish to prove the two factors actually

connected, one or the other of the last mentioned inter-

pretations would be necessary in every individual case,

the first alone would require further demonstration.

§*^. If we understand by consciousness that which we

more explicitly call the condition of wakefulness, the

question arises upon what depends its opposite, i. e.^

unconsciousness, the first example of which is normal

sleej). In relation to this, it is plain that, in general,

both methods of explanation are admissible, but that

the entrance of sleep and the possibility of its inter-

mission does not indicate an exhaustion of the nervous

forces^ so that they, consequently, are not able to pro-

duce the necessary stimuli to continue wakefulness, but^

rather, a ])()sitive hindrance, in various directions

minute, l)ut as a total, constituting the feeling of

weariness which lessens the interest of the soul in the

carrying on of the train of thought and which, by

means of tbis abandonment on the part of tlje soul, is

increased in its effectiveness.

Instantaneous unconsciousness from fear ap])ears to

originate in tli<' same way. (considered as simply a pliys-

ical stimulus the frightful vision or i he Jiews heard is very

insignificant and liarnilcss. On\y after our refiection,

which considers tbe significance of it in its entire con-

nection witb our <'xistence does this perception acquire

its fearful [)ower. Then tbe process of our spiritual
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life may be disturbed immediately, and the bodily insen^

sibility following may he simply the reaction of these

psychical disturbances. This view is not entirely

excluded in the case of unconsciousness in sickness or

after injuries of the brain. The restricting influences

are felt partly in the form of pain, but not necessarily

so. As we are quite unconscious of the conditions

prevailing in our nerves previous to sensation and only

the latter enters consciousness, so, likewise, the con-

sciousness may disappear without the workings of the

forces which quenched it becoming objects of percep-

tion.

§3. [t has, in recent times, been frequently thought

that the activities of certain irritations conduce to the

continuance of wakefulness and their absence to the

production of unconsciousness.

It is concluded from experiments upon hypnotism

that in the complete exclusion of external excitements

of sense and prevention of motion the entire spiritual

activity is so reduced that the state of wakefulness

cannot be maintained, but complete unconsciousness

takes place, a process which has been in a few cases

observed in human beings, but which affords no trust-

worthy conclusion. Moreover, we know that when

interest is not excited by some inner activity of the

mind, as in a state of enmity even the operation of

external irritants does not prevent falling asleep.
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Positive agencies are also known which dispose to sleep,

such are, a multitude of regularly recurring rythmic

motions of the body, rocking, knitting, combing, the

continuous viewing of large illuminated uniform sur-

faces, the convergence of the axes of the eyes in

squinting, etc. Lastly, the manipulations of the mes-

merist belong here.

Nevertheless, upon none of these methods can certain

conclusions be formed, for the instances of their inop-

eration are extremely frequent, and admit of a supposi-

tion of a co-operating condition as yet unknown. In

all cases, however, at the very most, only the external

condition, on the one hand, and its effects, on the other,

are known, while the intermediate processes which con-

nect the one with the other are quite obscure.

§L If the minimum activity of the waking condition,

/. e., sensation of external impressions, be exerted, it

does not of necessity follow that the next higher activ-

ity, i. f., the consciousness of the relations between the

individual inij)ressions, should ])e present at the same

time.

It is well-known that in our daily experience, this

latter activity may be absent, as when, for example, we

follow with attention some chain of thought to which

these im[)ressions are foreign, or when we are excited

by painful emotions.

There are, however, ])ath()logical derangements, of a
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nature, indeed, as yet unknown, which produce inadapt-

ability for the unification or understanding of impres-

sions perceived in sense.

§5. We do not need to assume a corporeal basis to

explain the retention of the conception once received,

i. e.^ the fact of inemory. For even in material ele-

ments we cannot discover how far it is their materiality

which causes the observed persistence of their condi-

tions.

On this account it would be equally pertinent to

ascribe this peculiarity to every immaterial subject

which is capable of acting or receiving action.

However, the necessity of thinking of a vast number

of various mixed impressions enduring within the com-

plete unity of the soul favors the other view that this

necessity would be better satisfied by assuming a large

number of elements. Not as though the impressions

produce a condition of quiescence by their reactions,

but, rather, according to the analogy of light and sound

waves, motions are assumed which extend over many

elements and, unperceived, after interaction, undergo

further development. Nevertheless, it would be imposs-

ible to use this general analogy further in detail.

Each image of an approaching object would, in each

instant, be the source of new vibrations which do not

obscure the previous one. How a single concept of the

object can result out of these; again, how two simult-
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aneous motions can associate themselves so that the

renewal of the one should reproduce the other without

the production of a new impact; finally, how it hap-

pens that one motion, which belongs to a partial

impression of a complex image, awakens exactly those

others which belong with it as parts of the same image

—for all these questions a physical analogy is wanting.

Although this discussion seems to make a corporeal

basis unnecessary, still, pathological observations show

that it is, in some form^ present.

The fact that those events immediately prior to the

outbreak of an illness frequently are forgotten may be

explained by the fact that their concepts had associated

themselves with a sense of illness which is not present

after convalesence, so that the key is wanting the touch

of which alone could reproduce them in memory.

Nevertheless, other facts—the impossibility of recall-

ing certain similar groups of concepts, for example, sir-

names or single sayings—do not admit of explanation.

§(». The unconsciousness of sleep is of various degrees

of intensity which can be measured by the magnitude

of the excitements necessary to waking.

Ft is often incomplete in so far that, for example,

irritations of the senses of feeling and hearing operate

upon the consciousness and produce the consecjuent

sensations.

As, however, in sleep, that attention, which is
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exerted intentionally during wakefulness, and which is

then conscious of the complete connection between the

surrounding objects, chiefly through the instrument-

ality of the sense of sight, is absent, the sensations

reproduce themselves without the selection of those

which are apparently connected by their contents, or

are brought into connection by some prior process of

conception. Upon this fact depends the fantastic char-

acter of dreams, which very frequently collect about a

very small nucleus of actual sensation complex imagery

which, although concordant, is not in reality connected

in the least with it.

This activity of consciousness may so increase as to

permit the correct answering of questions, and it thus

becomes possible for those who are awake to direct, to

a certain extent, the train of thought and, perhaps, even

the actions of the sleeper, for no presiding conscious-

ness of actual relations and the personal condition

opposes the direct translation of the conception excited

into the resulting motion.

§7. We ascribe considerable influence over the pro-

cess of all spiritual conditions to the temperaments^ by

which is simply meant an expression for the amount

and kind of excitability to external impressions; the

greater or less extent to which the excited conception

reproduces others; the rapidity with which concepts

vary; the intensity with which they unite with them-
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selves feelings of pleasure and pain ; and the ease with

which external acts associate themselves with them.

Notwithstanding the infinite variety of temperaments

considered in this sense, there may be mentioned the

four common ones as the most definite types:

—

The sanguine^ exceedingly mutable and with vivid

excitability; the phlegmatic, with slightly varied and

slow, but not on this account feeble, reactions ; the

choloric^ with one-sided receptivity and great energy in

certain directions; the sentimental (in place of the

melancholic), distinguished by especial receptivity to

the susceptibilities of all possible relations, but which is

not affected by the simply matter-of-fact.

It is necessary to avoid confusing the temperaments

with various pathological conditions or peculiarities of

character, although it is clear that each temperament

has its strong and weak side for moral culture and

])()dily health. We have no definite knowledge con-

cerning the corporeal basis of the temperaments.

§8. Phrenology or Cranio.scopg has chiimed to dis-

cover, by external indications, a series of organs for the

individual spiritual functions.

This is, indeed, without any foundation, in as far as

it sought to define the position of these organs and to

separate them in space. On the other hand, it is not

entirely in error when viewing certain external fornia-

ti(mH as simply the indications which show that the,
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otherwise unknown, conditions exist, upon which actu-

ally depend, we know not how, the particular intensity

of these functions.

It is prevented from becoming such a useful collec-

tion of facts, however, by another fault. Only those

functions or talents can be taken into account which

are not ambiguous and^ when present cannot be well

concealed nor yet counterfeited when absent, for exam-

ple^ musical, artistic or mathematical talents, of all

which we have actual examples enough of inheritance

in a family.

But peculiarities of character which can be estimated

only by a delicate knowledge of human nature, and not

even then with certainty, and which, in a given case,

may be the product, not simply of natural abilities, but

of education and accident, are not at all adapted to this

determination, although often so used,

§9. A Stnsorium commune and, more recently, a

motorimn commune have been distinguished. The

necessary activity of the first results from the fact that

the individual impressions cannot become objects of

the cognition of the soul as such but only after com-

bination or some other adjustment. The organ has this

office, the simple collection of the impressions into

one place seems unnecessary. How far this process

extends we do not know, apparently it may be related

to the previously explained process of apprehension of
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space, to wliicli; perhaps, a large part of the brain is

dedicated.

It would be assumed concerning a motorium commune

that it combines the individual roots of the motor

nerves in such various ways that there results a series

of subordinated centres, each of which needs but a

single impulse in order to set in motion at once many

properly combined activities. The sort of effect which

the soul exerts upon these points is certainly incorrectly

conceived, if it be assumed that the impulses coming

from the soul are of identical sorts and only distin-

guished in their effects by the direction which they

take, and hence the various termini which they finally

reach.

The determination of such a direction would be

impossible unless the soul })ossessed a knowledge of the

structure of the brain with which we cannot credit it.

We assume, therefore, on the contrary, that every

concept of motion, a, whicli arises in the soul is a

qualitatively dift'erent condition from another concept

of motion, b.

To Ji Ixdoiigs the resulting condition A, to b, another,

\\. lioth these conditions can only take phice in those

points of the nervous system which are {idM])t(Ml by

their organization to be excited thereby, just as a glass,

for example, only responds to those tones wliich are

capable of juoducing vibrations in it by im])act. The

impulses of the soul do not. then, i-e(juire to be directed,
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but find the place for their application spontaneously.

It should not be understood, however, that they require

to pass over a distance from a given point to that place.

We should conceive the function of the organ of

speech in a similar way, this being the only one which

has, with considerable certainty, been referred to a

definite spot in the hemispheres of the cerebrum.

Injury of this spot prevents the possibility of com-

bining the conceived sound-pictures of a word with the

excitement of motions in the muscles of speech by

which the actual articulation of the sound is produced.

Although we can form but little conception of the

sort of activity incumbent upon the organ, we are yet

more in the dark as to the method by which such a dis-

turbance in its activity can be produced as takes place

in a pathological state of aphony.

§10. For the higher spiritual faculties which consist

ill the judgment upon relations of given concepts, we

do not know how to prove empirically a definite cor-

poreal organ, nor yet how to conceive how such an one

would subserve for the solution of the important part

of the problem, i. g., the production of the act of judg-

ment itself.

It is conceivable, on the other hand, that this higher

activity might be the complete and clear representation

of those contents upon which judgment is to be passed,

and hence might be considered but the undisturbed
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function of those organs which contribute, first, to the

sensuous perceptions, then, to their reproduction and

connection with others, finally, to the proper connec-

tion with the feelings of the value of each.

§11. There remains to be considered a large number

of statements concerning abnormal spiritual activities

in conditions of bodily "ailment. The various instances

of such cases are not all equally incredible. The assump-

tion that cases exist of an immediate communication of

consciousness with distant parts of the external world

without the agency of the physical, cannot be dismissed

a priori^ for all mediate perception must be reduced, in

the last instance to immediate. Experience only can

teach us when physical mediation is present and when

not. Certain it is that the entire wakeful and spiritual

life, which alone is amenable to accurate experimenta-

tion, is connected with the external world by physical

mediation.

Senseless is the assumption, on the other hand,

that the given appearances may be explained through-

out by the operation of that animal magnetism

which is supposed to be discovered. Again, it is

not impossible that a simple sensation, such as that

of light, can originate in nerves not designed for them,

but it is quite impossible that an orderly ap})rehension

of a multiplicity of sensations, for example, the reading

of a letter, should take place in siqx'rficial nerves wliich
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are not, like the optic nerve, constructed for this com-

bination of impressions.

Finally, it is possible that various spiritual functions

take place more vividly in such pathological conditions

as diminish the regular intercourse with the external

world, and thus remove those little cares and the timid-

ity which in ordinary life stand opposed to the exercise

of a given faculty.

In these cases, for example, when a problem is solved

in somnambulance which was before insoluble, this

only takes place through the agency of those faculties

which have been cultivated during the wakeful state.

That nothing higher is reached in this condition

than is attainable in a waking condition is shown by

the unimportant content of all the disclosures received

in it, and by the fact that the multitude of such cases

have not combinedly produced any advance in our

knowledge.



CHAPTER SEVENTH.

THE REALM OF SOULS.

§1. We have no reason to speak of a soul at all

except where, without this assumption, facts would be

incomprehensible. In reality, however, such inspiration

may extend further than required by this test. An

inspiration of (fli filings has been conceived of, but this

thought, although there may be good ground for it,

has, as yet, remained unfruitful for the explanation of

individual appearances.

In sooth, ])lant-souls have been bespoken with great

partiality, (Fechner, Nanna, oder ueber das Seelenleben

der Pflanzen; Leij)zig, 1848,) and certainly inspiration

is not connected with the centralized structure which

we observe in animals ;ind fail to find in plants. Never-

theless, the more the organization of the plant, an<l

hence the expressions, by nutans of which alone its

inn<'r life cjin bccom** an object of our knowledge, varies

from tliat structure, so much tlu' less does it become

possible to ])roduce f I'oni this phantasy (although it m;iy

be correct) an object of science. The animal kingdom,

then, alon<' r<Mnains as ufTonling us such ati ascending

series in spii'ifual life
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§2. It would be a mistake to consider all animal

souls as beings originally of the same sort, which either

were afterwards furnished with powers or were adapted

simply by the diversity of the external impressions for

the greater or less development and the peculiarities of

their spiritual perfection.

We consider '^ soul," as before, only as a title which

applies to all those beings which experience their inner

conditions and the reactions from excitements in the

form of concepts, susceptions and volitions.

But that which is expressed by this term in common

phrase, /. e., the real being of the soul, may differ

as essentially as we consider gold, silver and lead

to do, although they only show this diversity by the

differences in the degree of the same physical qualities^

weight, cohesion, hardness and others.

The question may arise where the idea of the

instinct of animals comes in, to which is to be reck-

oned not simply remarkable instinctive impulses but

the entire typical life of all lower animals. Per-

haps, for example, in the lower classes the souls

are not prepared to the same extent for learning from

experience, but, in agreement with their bodily organ-

ization, have an original content in consciousness by

which they are regulated in the same way that we

are sometimes by the accidentally formed ideas of

dreams. However, this assumptioji cannot be fruitfully

pursued.
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As a farther assistance in the explanation it ma}^ be

added that, in an entirely different organization of the

nervous system, perhaps the vegetative processes, of

which we are quite unconscious, are objects of percep-

tion and starting points for acts which appear reason-

less to us. Not less probably, there may exist sensa-

tions of external circumstances, the organs for which

we do not possess, as, for example, sensitiveness to

minute electric variations in the environment from

which might result sensitiveness to changes in the

weather, not as premonitions of the future, but as

perceptions of what already exists. Nevertheless^ it

is wrong to refer all animal soul-life to such instinct.

For certainly there exist in their actions accommoda-

tions to circumstances in such a way that the same

reflection and use of experience, upon which our every

day existence rests must exist in them as well.

§3. If the understanding and its activity, thought^

are to serve as the distinguishing characteristics of

humanity we must insist that the understanding does

not >imply allow the process of conception to go on

according to mechanical laws, but puts forth an activity

which separates those conceptions not belonging

together and not merely permits those belonging

together to remain so, ])ut causes them to be at once

conceived in the form of general notions or laws indic-

ating that they helong together.
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There is no occasion for referring such comprehensive

reflection to animals in order to explain the purpose

seen in their activities, and the way in which they

adapt themselves to circumstances. The ordinary pro-

cesses of conception (inasmuch as even they.gradually

associate themselves according to their affinities ) serve

quite ss well for them as they do even for man in the

greater part of every-day life.

If the icnderstanding or thought be considered as a

distinctive character of man, the following circum-

stances may be mentioned which favor its develop-

ment:—The long period of helpless childhood, which

makes the collection of many experiences possible;

then the skilful ness of the hand which makes man a

born experimenter, and permits a multitude of con-

nected observations; finally, speech, partly because the

sound images, as symbols of conceptions, serve to fix

their content and make possible the combination of

many conceptions into an object of internal contempla-

tion
;
partly, and chiefly, because communication causes

a further development of each individual process of

conception through the stimulating, enriching and cor-

recting supervention of new chains of thought.

§4, Reason is considered the most definite peculiarity

of man, and by this is understood the faculty of per-

ceiving immediately eternal verities in itself whenever

external experience has furnished to consciousness the
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facts concerning which it has to form a judgment, pai'~

ticnlarly concerning moral propriety or impropriety.

We know nothing regarding the primal psychological

origin of this simplest law of our knowledge and hence

have reasop to consider it one of those reactions in the

original nature of the spirit which can never be

explained by the external occasions which are, never-

theless, necessary that it may be awakened, although

this explanation has been attempted.

It is, moreover, indifferent whether they be consid-

ered as inborn endowments or acquired by experience in

life, if it only be admitted that, after it has been formed,

it is the expression of truth, found, indeed, in experi-

ence, but, as to its content and value, quite independent

of it.

§5. Moral truths are designed to govern the ivilL Of

this, in like manner, we only speak in the case of man,

according no volition to the acts of animals because we

consider their acts as simply the natural results of im-

2)ulses but not as acts of a will. Impulses are originally

but feelings, and chiefly those of displeasure, or of

unrest. They are usually connected with incitations to

motion which, after the manner of reflex motions, lead

to all sorts of motions which have proven, after more

or fewer errors, the proper ones to allay that discom-

fort. Then after the feeling of discomfort has com-

bined with the concej)t of that mtt by which the
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discomfort was allayed, a real impulse is formed which

has a goal to reach, and which sways the acts of the

soul. In the same way many operations of human life

are performed which we incorrectly say are willed when,

in fact, simply no will was exerted to prevent their

taking place.

We can only speak correctly of irill when the

motives of various actions and their values are compared

in full consciousness, and then a choice is made between

them. It is quite unreasonable to assume that we ex-

press by the words '^ I will " no more than is involved

in the future tense " I shall.'' This would only be the

case if the verb, the future tense of which is used, itself

means an act in the notion of which there inheres the

idea of volition. Unprejudiced observation must admit

that the peculiar approval of a conceived act or the

adoption of a resolution, however impossible it may be

to construe it, is an actual process within us, inexplic-

able by the mechanism of conception.

§(». And if this characteristic of the will be conceded

it would be expected, from the standpoint of explana-

tory science, that the utterances of the will would be

determined by definite laws. If ethics assert the free-

dom of the will psychology need not be appealed to to

decide, on the basis of, so-called, experience, whether

this freedom is possible.

It is not true that we find in our subjective observa-
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tioii the determining causes of all our acts. Very often

we find nothing, and, even where we think we have

found something, it is ambiguous, for if the motives for

two opposed acts, a and b, have been long compared in

reflection, and then a decision in favor of a is formed,

it will ahvays afterward appear as though the reasons

in favor of a, by their forceful ness had mechanically

subdued those for b, and this semblance would result

just the same if the decision in favor of a had been

really reached by a completely undetermined freedom.

It must be relegated to metaphysics to inquire

whether the notion of such freedom is harmonizable

with our universal apprehension of the world, and to

practical philosopluj to inquire if it promises the

advantage which caused its employment.
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STRUCTURE OF THE BRAIN.

PRIMITIVE ELEMENTS.

§1, The animal body^ complex and mysterious as it

seems, and diverse and complicated as its. various organs

really are, is composed of nothing but cells and cell

derivatives.

As stated by Lotze, it is impossible to avoid conceiv-

ing of man as a unit-entity surrounded by or resident in a

heterogeneous agglomeration of corporeal units, and

yet it is impossible to picture to ourselves the way in

which the various processes which bring about sensa-

tions and which are really only states in various unlike

bodily elements transmit the perfected product to our

spiritual apprehension. However^ although there is no

physical analogy for the process it must be accepted as

a fact, and we may, at least, be interested to learn just

what adjustments in the body are necessary to such and

such spiritual affectations, and through what mediation

the spirit controls the body.

The nervous system is no exception to the above

statement, and all of that wonderful mechanism which

we call the brain, and which is the physical basis of

character and the soil in which the soul, in its corporeal
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relations, is rooted, is a mass of cells and cell products

like the muscles and bones which do its bidding.

§2. All of these simplest morphological elements are

descended, in the case of every individual, from one, or

rather, two primitive cells

—

egg and sperm. Only in

the lowest group of animals. Protozoa^ does the entire

organism consist of but a single cell. In this case the

cell as a whole performs all the functions devolving

upon a vital being, and, in the absence of nervous

organs, the whole animal may be said to do the thinking

and feeling as well as feeding and moving. This primi-

tive condition is never entirely lost in any living cell

however highly differentiated the animal, and however

restricted, as a consequence, the functions of the indi-

vidual parts may ])e. The last function which could be

given up would be nutrition, for should a cell become

too highly specialized to take nutriment its life would

at once be lost. It is found, moreover, that others of

the original functions persist, tliough to a different ex-

tent in different types of cells, in many of the cellular

elements of the })ody. In animals of a higher rank

than the Protozoa differentiation is inaugurated by the

subdivision of the [)riniitive cell into numerous similar

bodies and finally into groups of such cells, the func-

tions of which differ with their position.

§Ii. Ordinarily, the first stage in this process is the
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formation of a loose aggregation of cells called the

morula, after which a central cavity may be formed by

the further subdivision and growth of the peripheral

cells, and a hollow sphere called the hlastula results. A
portion of the cells may now become invaginated so

that a double sack is formed. Tn this, or in analagous

ways, a body, consisting of two germ layers, ectoderm

and entoderm, arises, and from these two layers of cells

all the parts of the body are produced by similar pro-

cesses of invagination or by the migration of groups of

cells to the cavities between these germ layers. In such

animals as never pass beyond the gastrula stage the

ectoderm commonly furnishes the cells charged with

locomotion and nervous functions, while the entoderm

is charged with nutrition. Even in higher animals, in

which these systems are perfectly distinct in adult life,

the organs of locomotion and enervation spring primar-

ily from the ectoderm, while the digestive system is

only the greatly modified entoderm.

§4. In the process of development, the cells, once

similar, become greatly modified, and it is only by the

help of high powers of the microscope and the delicate

manipulations of modern histology that the cellular

character can be discovered in many tissues.

Nervous tissue consists, in general, of two distinct

elements—ganglion cells and nervous fibres. The

latter may be considered as simply appendages to the
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former. The cell, as we have seen, is the unit of struc-

ture, and as nerve cells are designed to exert their

influence in all parts of the organism, it is evident that

when differentiation of the body removes the generators

of nerve power from immediate contact with the parts

to be affected there must be provided conducting chan-

nels of nervous matter to transmit the excitation. This

is the ofiice of the nerves.

Nerve cells vary greatly in form and size, but consis

of a nucleated, pigmented mass of sarcode, usually with

no true cell wall, and giving off nerve fibres composed

of a similar substance. Some nerve cells are so large as

to be visible to the unassisted eye, while others are

among the most minute morphological elements.

Nerves are essentially bundles of minute til)res

insolated by various protective sheaths. As a nerve

issues from its cell it is usually without a sheath,

and then consists only of a bundle of nerve fibres con-

stituting the, so-called, (t.rtx ci//fH(I('r. This, the essential

portion, is surrounded by two shenths which unite,

node-like, at intervals. Each nerve is thus a bundle of

primitive flibrilhe surrounded by the meduhtr sh(>((fh

and i\\Q primitire shcutli of Sirami.

§5. Of both these elements, ganglion cells and nerve

fibres, there are two sorts, motory and sensory. All tln'

various procssses of mental lifV in;iy b<» divided into two

primary groups; first, those concrriH'd with InHucncj's
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from witliout aiul, isecoiid, those which are designed to

exert iiiHuences upon the bodily organs. So far, at

least, as the simpler acts of mind are concerned, they

may be said to consist of shocks from without and reac-

tions from within, hence we expect to find, as we do,

that the centrij)ital and the centrifugal channels are

connected by linking nervous threads. The simplest

connection of a nervous system will then picture to us

a sensitive apparatus upon the surface of the body which

selects certain of the many external irritants to trans-

mit to the brain. Here the nerve terminates in a

ganglion cell which is excited to ac'ion, the kind of

action l)eing determined b}" the character of the stim-

uhis^ its modification in the organ of sense, but particu-

larly by the structure of the ganglion cell itself. We
must avoid considering the activity of the ganglion cell

as caused simply by the impulse which is received from

the nerve. The nerve furnishes the occ«s/oy/—the form

of the reaction depends upon the structure and position

of the cell. The third link in this chain of processes

is the transmission of this new and different stimulus to

a ganglion seated at the root of a motory nerve. Here

again it is conceivable that the character of the excite-

ment is completely changed in a manner dependent

very largely upon the position and structure of the

motory ganglion. The last nervous process is a state

of excitement transmitted through the motory nerve

which acts like an electric shock upon various muscles
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at the peripheral termini causing contractions in the

sensitive myolon material.

All the above processes are explicable according to

physical analogies, but this does not explain in the least

how any of these processes are brought into relation

with the soul so as to excite in consciousness an appre-

hension of external happenings or internal states.

We discover from experience that sensations from

various organs as well as the most diverse mental states

succeed in producing activities in one and the same

motory centre, so we are prepared for the discovery of

anatomy that there is the most intimate anastamosis of

the various ganglion cells, so that the simple picture

drawn above must be filled in with many details. No

ganglion is affected without transmitting more or less

of its agitation to neighbouring parts, and the intimacy

^)f comu'cticui is different in different sets of cells ;

thus tlie ])erfection of the liraiii as an organ of luiud

depends ;is much u[)on the perfection of the correlation

and subordination of the various ])arts as ui)()n the size

and <hdicacy of its material.

CIIKMICAL COXSTITt'HNTS.

5^(), Uf'fore taking u]) the nu)re intimate description

of flic brjiin. it may I)*' well to mention some of the

chciniral p«M iijiarities of nervous matter. Although

litth' is Ivuown of the coinposition of th<' materials in

which nervous functions reside, it is at least certain that
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they are very complex and in a state of very unstable

equilibrium. Of these substances Lecithin, Cerebin

and Cholestrin, having the formulas C44H;oNPO(,,

C37H03NO3, and C2GH44O, respectively, are most ini-

important. Lecithin is a substance resembling fat,

composed of the radical of the fatty acids, phosphoric

acid, and clycerine, united with the amine base,

Neurine. In addition to these are various albuminous

compounds from which the above may be derived.

Another substance, Nuclein, is among the elements

but is found in the nuclei of all active cells, so that it

cannot be reckoned among the necessary constituents

of nervous matter. The primitive fibrillae, as well as

the nuclei of the ganglion cells are rich in albuminous

matter, while the protoplasm of the ganglia and the

nerves seems to be largely made up of Lecithin and

Cerebrin. This much is clear, that the physical force

liberated in all nervous processes is derived from the

decomposition of the highly complex and unstable

molecules of the nervous tissues. The materials needed

to supply the waste thus produced are afforded by the

blood, although some of the specific nervous compounds

seem to be the result of a synthesis })roduced on the

spot where they are needed from materials richly sup-

plied by the general circulation. (For a valuable dis-

cussion of the way the force resulting from the

chemical changes taking place in the nervous matter of

ganglia and nerve cells is applied, or the *' physiological
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mechanics of nerve-substance,'' see Wundt, Grundzuege

der Physiologischen Psychologic, Chapter VI., under

the above caption.) A further discussion of this sub-

ject is not here permissible.

FORM AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE CENTRAL
PORTION OF THE NERVOUS SYSTEM.

§7. The earliest condition of the nervous system

which we need to notice finds the brain and spinal

cord in the form of a hollow cylinder somewhat

expanded and modified anteriorly. This front or brain

jjortion now begins to grow much more rapidly than

the rest and its walls expand and become variously

folded upon themselves and almost all of the compli-

cated mechanism of the brain in man is derived from

repetitions of this process of in- and evagination of

the walls of the primitive neural tube. Three expan-

sions apj)ear at first, forming the first indications of

tht' ditlVrentiation about to take place. The anterior of

these prominences divides V) form the cerebral liemi-

s])heres and oj)tic thalmi, the middle one forms the

optic lobe's or corpus Ingeminum, while the posterior

on<' produces the cerebellmn and medula oblongata.

( Kig. I, Plate 1.)

TIh" separate cham})ers thus formed are still connected

with each other and the central cavity of the spinal

<onl. (Fig. 2, IMate L)

Now begins a separation of the above-described
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organs into pairs, a process which is nearl}^ complete in

the case of the hemispheres; the thalmi optic open out-

wardly; the separation is simply indicated in the case of

the lobi optici; while the cerebellum divides and again

unites. As a result of this process, of course, the cavity

within is greatly modified, that contained in the hemi-

si)heres becomes separated into tw^o, called the first and

second ventricles, that portion within the thalmi is

called the third ventricle. The opening in the medula

is called the fourth ventricle and is connected by a nar-

row^ canal (the aqurediictus sylvii) with the third ven-

tricle. There is also a small cavity connecting the

cerebellum w^ith the brain basis. The most remarkable

change w4iich now takes place is the change of position

in the anterior portion of the nervous axis. At first

the brain is obviously the continuation of the spinal

cord, and so remains in fishes and amphibians (Fig ^l

Plate T), but in higher vertebrates great flextures

change the original position, and great and unequal

growth obscures the original relations. Two important

changes thus brought about may be mentioned. First,

the excessive development of the cerebrum causes it to

extend beyond and overlap first the corpus bigeminum

and finally the cerebellum; second, the growth also

causes foldings and impressed lines called fissures,

the first of which to appear is thefissura silvii. Another

fissure is opposed to the silvian and neiirl}^ at right

angles to it—the fissure of Rolando or medium sulcus.
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By this means the cerebrum is divided into lobes, of

which the frontal, parietal and occipital are most

important. In man, the whole surface of the cerebrum

is thrown into convolutions which conform more or less

to the direction of the principal sulci mentioned (Fig.

4. Plate I).

Tlie spi)ial cord is that portion of the primitive ner-

vous tube which changes least, but, notwithstanding,

great changes in form and structure are encountered

here also. The central canal becomes reduced in size

and the whole is divided into two symmetrical halves by

a k)ngitudinal fissure both before and behind. These

halves are connected by two commissures or nerve

])undles—the anterior and posterior commissures. The

substance of the cord is composed of grey material or

irauirlion cells collected in two nnisses in the centre of

white external matter con-

sisting or threads passing

forward towMrd th<' l)rain.

Tlie nerves which sjjriug
^ _.4 ^.

from tlie anterior or ven- 6_^^^^^^Z^^M^'>^^-r^'

tral side arc motory wliile h.-'''^'^^l^\'M^

the ])osteri()r roots siij)-

j)ly sensitive nerves. ( l^'ig. ^if
Fig. 5.

*F\z5-— Transverse Section of the Lower Part of the Spinal Cord.

fj. Anterior; r, Poi-torior im-dimi uroovo; {/, Spinal oaiial; *, ToHterior;

i. Anterior nervo rootn ; d. Anterior corniiH, with laru'cr rvUt*; e, PoHterior

coriiUM, with Hiuail ^aiitrlion celln;/, Anterior; //, I'oHterior eoniniiHHureB.
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Tlie inedfda ohhiignfa is simply a somewluit modified

anterior portion of the spinal cord, and the rather

simple arrangement of the nervous fibres is here ex-

changed for a more complicated order. The longitudinal

fibres group themselves into various bundles called the

pyramids, the lateral and posterior bundles, which

latter forms the funiculus gracilis, funiculus cuneatus,

etc. Upon the pyramids is seated a pair of peculiar

l)rominences called the olives.

The cerebellum is differentiated early, and, like the

other parts of the brain mantle^ as distinguished from

its basis, consists of an external or cortical layer of

grey or cellular matter, which in man, is thrown into

strong convolutions, thus presenting in section the

regular figure known as the arbor vita?. The cere-

bellum receives several distinct bundles of nerves_, the

lower of which forms the processus ad lued. ohlotiga-

fuNi, the upper being the processus ad corpus bitjeiu-

inuiu. From the sides

issue the processl ad

pO}iteni which unite to "-

form a l)and of fibres ps.—^

bridging over the nied- ^j-
s.-

ula, and hence called -f'^-

the pons ralori. (Fig.

O.M̂
Fid 6.

sh.

*Fig. a. —Basal portion of Brain from above. (A portion of the cerebellum
ie renToved.) TA, Thalmi optici; Cb/i, Couariiim ; na d<, Cori.uebigemiijum
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The spinal cord is produced forward after passing, as

we have seen, through the meduhi, as the two ctura

which support, like stalks, the hemispheres. Seated

upon the crura, and forming with them parts of the

basis of the brain is the corpus hujeminum. The

position of the thahiii optic i has been already referred

to as forming the walls of the third ventricle. From

the front of this chamber two small openings, the

foramina of Monro, lead into the two ventricles of the

hemispheres. There is a small appendage below the

thalmi called the hj/poplnjsis. The two hemispheres

are united in mammals bv a strong, thick band—the

corjjHs cdJhisinn. The crura, or extensions of the axis

of the spinal cord, unite with the hemispheres, and

near this point of union is accumulated a large amount

^)f \f\'i'\ celhilar matter, forming a ])r()minence projecting

into the hiteral ventricles caUed the corpus sfriof}nH.

We M(M'(1 not proceed farther with the description of

;iiiatoiiiic;il details.

'I'lif histoh)gy as well as the coiiHguratiou of the cere-

bral «'l('ineiits associate them iu two groups. The first,

consisting of those parts which are tlie direct continua-

tion of thespiiijil <-oi-(l, constitute the basis of the })rain,

and agree with that organ in having the grey matter

(natttH mid tcHtcH); py, I'l-dmiciiliiH ccriibolli Hiipcrior (I'roct'HHiiH iid Corj).

1>i<r(;jiiiniim); P/ti, PcdiiiiciiliiM c'-rclx'lji incdiuliH (I'iochpiih iid j)()iitcin.

hclwvi-u Pit. am\ I'm. iKHconihe PcdnnculiiH corclu-lli ipforior— Procc hh jid

mcd. obloiifiatam); g, GirdliiiR ttbrcB; /c, FiiniculiiH ninciitus; /f/, Fimic-

uIuM <.'riiciliH; x , F'liniruliis lottM'iiliK; C- Ccrcbclliiiu.
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arranged about the canal, or at least, median ly, while

that part of the brain. incdiidint>' the cerebrum and cere-

bellum, which forms a covering for the others, has the

cellular elenu^nts arranged cortically in a more or less

thick layer, below which are white tibres passing down-

ward toward the base of the brain to find exit with the

medula. The cortex of the brain is about 2 mm. thick

and, as a whole, as well as in its cellular elements, is

invested with a web of delicate threads of connective

tissue. This nenroijlia serves not only to isolate the

cells, but to convey bloodvessels to each individual cell.

These cells, which are, perhaps, the most important of the

cerebral organs, are arranged in layers, the superficial

layers containing smaller, the deeper layers larger cells.

The nerves coming from peripheral parts first,

after reinforcement in the base of the brain, con-

tribute their stimuli to the superficial or sensory

cells. The resulting activit}^ in these smaller cells

seems then to be im])arted the larger or motory

ganglion cells, from w^hich the impulses there gener-

ated are conducted again to the base of the brain

and. after correlation and various modifications,

an impulse to motion is transmitted to the appropriate

muscles.

Nervous threads are thus either centripital (sensory)

or centrifugal (motory)—names derived from the

direction in which the nerve is adapted to transmit

impressions.
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THE CONNECTION BETWEEN THE BRAIN AND
OTHER PARTS OF THE NERVOUS SYSTEM.

§8. The sensory nerves spring from the posterior

part of the spinal cord while the motory threads arise

anteriorly, and the continuation of these nerves toward

the brain within the spinal cord maintain, in general, the

same relations. There is, however, a crossing of a cer-

tain portion of the fibres, especially in the case of sen-

sory nerves. This is a provision against accidents. In

general, however, the anterior and posterior nerve

))undles represent the nerve roots of the corresponding

sides while the lateral bundles contain fibres from both.

By dividing the spinal cord on one side there results

a total loss of motion and increased irritability on that

side, and diminished ])()\ver of motion and irritability on

the side opposite. In the medula, also, th(M-e is a cross-

ing of fibres from one side of the body to the other

which occurs in different sets of nerves at different

points. The cutting of these nerves above tliis point

causes total loss of motion to the i)()rti()n of the o])])()-

site side of the Ixxly su[)plied by their termini.

Tlu' rcrcJx'llKni is connected directly with the spinal

cord by the lilu'cs of the ])rocessus ad nu'd. oblongatum.

The ]H'o('('ssus iid ))ontem sends fibres down to end in the

giTy cells of the bj-idge from which connection is

afforded witli the corpus striatum and other anterior

centres. The libn's passing toward tlie cerebrum eiiter
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the cells of the red nucleus of the crown of the crura.

It is not known that any of the fibres pass directly to

the cortical substance of the cerebrum. It therefore

appears that sensory fibres transmit stimuli to the cere-

bellum which do not ])roduce sensations because they

never reach directly that part of the brain over which

consciousness bears sway, but that the excitations are

transferred to ganglion cells at the base of the brain

where the stimuli necessary to produce motion are set

into operation immediately. If this be the case we are

prepared to understand how the cerebellum comes to be

the seat of reflex and automatic activities as is visually

maintained. Thus the function of the cerebellum seems

to be in part the same as that of the grey ganglion cells

of the spinal cord, which, in like manner, form second-

ary centres independent of the consciousness through

which sensory stimuli switch off, as it were, from the

regular routes to the brain, to be transferred to appro-

l)riate motory fibres.

From the optic thalmi, corpus striatum, and other

basal portions of the brain fibres pass to all parts of the

cortex of the cerebrum, and, as some recent authors claim,

the former is receptive to sensory nerves, optic, auditory

and olfactory, as well as those of ordinary sensation,

while the latter is the starting point for motory nerves.

It is farther assumed that after the sensations are trans-

formed into appropiate stimuli and these are co-ordin-

ated they are transferred directly to the small cells in
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the peripher}' of the cerebral cortex giving rise to sensa-

tion. Then, it may be, new forces are developed, accom-

panied b}^ chemical decomposition and the evolution

of heat. These forces

are conveyed along

the nervous threads

springing from the

small cells to the

larger deep - seated

cells of the cere-

bral cortex, (Fig. 7.*)

OTA.

and here, as in new generators, motory impulses are

produced, and these are conveyed to the corpus striatum

where correlations and combinations are affected, which

result in the production of more or less complicated and

prolonged motions of the body, in which they are

assisted and partially controlled by unconscious pro-

cesses carried on in the grey matter of the cerebellum

and spinal coi'd.

Such, most sim[)ly expressed, is the ))resent view of

simph' cerebral activitie5. The detailst which fill in

and complete this outline are abstruse, and only obtain-

alile by recondite researclies.

*V\fj:,.l —DUigram of the Courses of Nervous Stimuli, according to (he

theory of LmjR.

y/t., Opiic thnlmi ; C5., Corpiin utriatiiin ; 0, Kyc; «, Ear; /, Nervo

tranHmittiuR ordinary HciiHatloriH ; /, Small (wciiHory) cortical ccU; //,

Larfjc! (motory) cortical cell, 'i'hc coufh.' of tlic curri'UtH iiidicati^d by arrowH.

+Tlie above HtatomciilH with reference to the funcllouH of tlu! optic

thalini are taken from Lni/s and may Ix; found in HcchercheB Bur Ic HyHtemc
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PHYSIOLOGY OF THE BRAIN.

§9. The simplest function of the central organs of

nervous system is reflex actiritij. In its simplest form

this would consist of the transference of a sensory

stimulus directly to a motory nerve. Practically, how-

ever, it is necessary that the sensory affection should

undergo a change before it is suited to act upon a

muscle. Organs for this purpose, as we have seen, are

the ganglion cells of the spinal cord, medula and cere-

bellum.

Simple reflex activities lodge in the spinal cord, while

those of a hi<Jrher order occur in the medula. Breathing:,

swallowing and the beating of the heart are such activ-

ities. Certain conditions in the capillaries of the lungs,

for example, produce excitements in nerves passing to

the medula which, without the aid of consciousness or

of the will, produce the necessary muscular exertion to

cause inhalation, while, ordinarily, no such effort is

exerted in expiration. Reflex activities are found to be

intimately connected, and this is explained by the vari-

ous intimate anastamosings which takes place between

the cells of the medula. Thus quickened breathing

nerveux : or, in Englihh, in the Brain and its Function?, by the same author,

forming one of the volumeB of the International Scientific Series. The writer

isi forced to admit that thepe viewe are far from proven, and, indeed, arecou-

trudictt'M b. the resulte* of many experimeute. Neverthelct^p there can be no
doubt thHt piich a relation ap is here deecnbed exi^^ts between fome of the

cell? ill the brain, and if not theie, it matters little for the present purpose.

Ill ihe case of the corpus striatum facts seem unanimous.
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causes accelleration of the pulse, and certain affections

of the gustatory nerve are accompanied by reflex

motions in the mimic muscles of the face. It is found

that the brain exerts a restricting influence upon the

reflex activities so that the removal of the hemispheres

increases the reflex actions. This may, perhaps, be

explained by supposing that that part of the stimuli

which would normally be transmitted to the cerebrum

is deflected upon the subordinate fibres leading to reflex

centres.

Automatic motions are a subordinate class of reflex

activities in which the stimulus does not come from

without, /. (\, is not adapted to produce sensation, but

consists of a change in the condition of adjacent inter-

nal organs.

TW vjist majority of such motions seem to be pro-

duced ])y changes in the circuhition or in the blood

itself. The tensity of the muscles of the capiHaries and

the Ideating of the heart is regulated automatically, as is

the breathing in part.

Ex|)eriments seem to prove that the rerebellum is

designed, through the correlation of various sensations,

for the reguLition of voluntary motion as well as for

certain reflex activities of a different sort. The removal

of the cerebrum causes dizziness, uncertain gait and,

often, undesigned motions, although the will is easily

exerted, and the connection of the motor roots with the

corpus striatum is un})r()ken.
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Of the functions of the cerebrum it is not necessary

to speak farther. AN'hat the i)hysioh)gical basis of the

liigher spiritual functions is we are quite unable to say.

The accompanying diagram indicates portions of the

cerebrum which have

been found, with greater

or less certainty to be

connected with the

perception of certain

classes of sensations or

the production of spec-

itic motions. (Fig. 8.*) Fi6. 8.

DEVELOPMENT OF SENSORY FUNCTIONS.

§10. Our knowledge of sensory functions is derived

from investigations of the anatomy of the external

organs of sense, but also in part from the behaviour of

animals when affected by different stimuli. Such

investigations seem to place it beyond peradventure

that all the more complicated sensations and sensory

organs are derived from the differentiation of primitive

sensations and organs originally identical.

Ordinary sensation, including the sense of touch, of

temperature, and muscular sense, seems to be the

starting point.

*Fig. li.—Motory Centres of the Brain.

A, Motory ceuire of Facialis aid HypogoppiP region ; B, Motory centre

of arm inueclet'; C, Motory centre of Icji; muscles; D, Motory centre of

speech; E, Senerry centre of speech ; F, Visual region (?); S, Vieual region.
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In the most loAvly animals the sarcode which constit-

utes the entire body must be the seat of every sensation

by which the animal can be affected. It is assumed

that those irritants which produces motions in the sar-

code also give rise to sensations, but that these will

exhibit as diversity from each other in proportion as one

part of the body is different from another. Light prob-

ably is perceived only as warmth, and even those pigment

flecks in the Infusoria which undoubtedly serve to absorb

and thus condense the light may not give rise to the

sensation of light.

The development history of the organs of sense sup-

ports the idea that all sensory functions are derived

from those of ordinary sensjition.

The development proceeds in two ways; first, the

sense of touch becomes more highly dift'erentiated by

the development of s))ecial tactile organs: second,

organs adapted for specific sensations are ])rodiiced, so

that the nerve termini become sensitive to s])ecial

stimuli, such as light, sounds, tastes and odors.

Im all <a^<'s. however, these organs ai*e produced ])y

modification of the outer surface of th«^ l)ody.

The development of the tactile sensr is earliest, and

goes hand and luind with the ])roduction of s])ecial

organs of hjcomotion. The clothing of cilia found in

the Infusoria serves both purposes at once. In the

cjuse of insects we find sensory organs composed of I'ods

seated on the <*nhirge(l t«'i-iiiiiii of nerves, the I'ods
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being simply designed to communicate motions to the

sensitive cell beloAV. (Fig. 9.)

This constitutes a transitioji to the more highly

developed tactile organs in which e})ithelial cells of

peculiar form enclose or include the termini of sensory

nerves. The teeth, nails and vibrissae are examples of

accessory tactile organs in higher animals which are

not themselves sensitive, but stand in intimate relation

to the nerves.

In cases where no special apparatus is developed—and

this applies to the majorit}^ of our sensory nerves—the

ends of the nerves seem to be free between the epith-

elial cells.

Special organs of touch occur in the skin and in vari-

ous inner organs, as the capsules of the joints and the

mesentaries. Tactile spheres consist of two or more

cells in a capsule, between w^hich are disc-like organs

usually parallel to the surface. (Fig. 10.) The office of

these organs appears frequently to be the intensification

of the pressure, etc., or its direct application to the

nerve.

Among the specific sensory organs those of taste and

smell seem morphologically most nearly related to the

organs of touch. Among lowly forms both these

senses seem to be lodged in the same organs or the

functions are not yet distinct. Organs, not only for

recognizing but for producing odors, seem to be present

in certain insects, as butterflies, and serve to assist the
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sexual instincts. The termini of the olfactory nerve

correspond to the simple condition of the organ of touch

where it consists of rod-like bodies seated on the nerve

cell. In the sense of taste there is greater differentia-

tion and the cells which constitute the termini of the

nerves are enclosed in beaker-like groups of cells which

are situated below the surface. Similar organs under

the skin of fishes have been thought to indicate a sixth

sense. (Figs. 11 and 12.)

The organ of hearing seems to have been derived from

the transformation of a ciliated surface. It is possible

that even in the ciliated Protozoa tlie cilia, which are

so easily affected by sound Avaves. may render them

recognizable. Most invertebrates and some vertebrates

possess ears which consist of cavities lined with cilia

and containing otoliths which seem to communicate

the oscilations ])r()duced by sound waves to the cilia and

thence to the nerve. An advance on this simple ear,

which can hardly be supposed to distinguish different

tones is fiirnisluMl by such Jis have the cilia or rods of

different sizes ;ind lengths, each length apparently cor-

responding to a definite wave length. Hensen (in the

/jcifschrift fur ]\1ss('hs('/k(/'Hic/h' Z(Kf/o</f'('^ xiii, p. '^'4)

claims to liavc (b'lnonstratcd by immediate observation

that different filaments n'spond to differences in pitch.

In many insects otoliths are wanting, but the rods are

more solid and are covered hy a tense membraiu'

acting like a tynijKiniini. The various classei^ of verte-
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brates, beginning witli the fishes, exhibit a gradual dif-

ferentiation and increase in complexity. The auditory

sac, which is usually bi-lobed. develops on one side the

semicircular canals, and on the other the cochlea. (Fig.

13.) The perfect ear is a wonderfully complex organ,

the physiological significance of the various parts being

but imperfectly understood. It has l)een supposed that

certain modified e[)ithelial cells covered with cilia of

various lengths serve to record the varying pitch of

tones. This, so-called, orgcai of corf I has been compared

to a harp, each string of which is attuned to respond to

a definite tone. The most credible hypothesis seems to

be that the analysis of a harmony into different tones

is accomplished by the niembrane lining the cochlea,

the varying w4dth and tensity of which may make it

better adapted for the purpose than a series of rods of

varying length. Wundt supposes musical tones are

distinguished in this way while tones which are com-

posed of irregular vibrations, /. ^., noises, may be recog-

nized by the bundles of hairs before mentioned. Other

parts of the organ seem to be designed to concentrate

the sound waves, or to serve as dampers upon the

receiving organ.

The organ of vision consists essentially of a receiving

nerve and deposits of light-absorbing pigment. If the

pigment flecks found in certain Infusoria, and especially

in many low worms where they are closely connected

with the central ganglia^ are really eyes, we have in them
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examples of this simplest condition. In rotifers, etc.,

the cells in which the pigment is deposited are peculi-

arly modified and furnished with rods which are prim-

itive retinal rods—a kind of structure present in all

higher eyes, and indicating a power of distinguishing

between various visual impressions. The next step in

the development is marked by the addition of modified,

transparent cells serving as lenses to concentrate light

upon the retina cells. (Fig. 14.) In the compound

eyes of insects a large nuumber of lenses, each fitted to

but a single rod or retina cell are grouped together like

a mosaic and it is necessary to suppose that the frag-

mentary images produced by each lense are united in

the central ganglion into a continuous representation

of the field of vision. This theory is called that

of mosaic vision. The eye of man is not modeled

after the compound eye of insects, but upon the simpler

tyi><' offered by worms and mollusks.

The pin-hole camera, a device by which a dim image

is i)roduced in a dark chamber by rays of light entering

through a minute aperture, is mimiced ])y tlie eye of

the nautilus. (Fig. 15.) A second chamber in which

is developed a lense changes the pin-hole camera to a

photogra])her's camera in which lenses secure the dis-

tinctness of tlie image, wliile the larger size of the

a])erture greatly increases its ))rightness. An ilhistra-

tiou of this sort of an eye is furnished l)y tlie higher

Cephalopoda ((Cuttlefish). (Fig. 10.)
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The eye of vertebrates differs from that of the cuttle-

fish chiefly in the fact that the elements of the retina

are arranged in the reverse position. This is due to the

greater complexity in the embryological development

of the former, so that the epithelial layer out of which

the retina is formed suffers a double instead of a single

invagination.

The accompanying diagram (Fig. 17) indicates the

arrangement of the various elements of the retina.

It is proven that the rods and spindles are sensitive

to light while the ganglion cells and the filaments of the

optic nerves are not at all so, though they are more im-

mediately exposed to its action. The ends of the rods

are imbued with a purple red pigment which is exces-

sively sensitive to the influence of light, changing rapidly

in color when exposed to it. This pigment is constantly

renewed by the process of nutrition during the life of

the animal.

The optic nerves pass to the corpus bigeminum

and usually cross^ or form a chiasma in their passage.

This crossing is only complete when the fields of the

two eyes are quite distinct. The larger the part of the

field of vision the two eyes have in common, the more

near the optic-nerve fibres are to being equally divided.

(Fig. 13.) In man it is found that the fibres passing

to the inner half of the two retinas cross while those

from the outer half pass directly to the portion of the

corpus bigeminum on the same side.
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A destruction of one half of the corpus begem-

inum results therefore in the blindness of half of

each retina, while binocular vision is still possible for

the remaining halves.

The above outline touches upon a few points which

may serve to introduce the reader to a line of study

second to none at the present time in interest and

importance. For a careful review of the whole field

refer to Wundt's Physiological Psychology.





PLATE I.

Fig. 1.

—

Emhnjo of Chick.

Fb^ Fore-briiin; J//>, Mid-brain; Mh^^ Cerebellum:

Mb^y Medula oblongata; Ac^ Auditory vesicle; Pi\

Primitive vertebra?; Mf, Mesial or neural fold; T, Cau-

dal lobe.

Fig. 2.

—

Longitudinal Section of Brain of Frog.

i, 2, Lateral ventricles, or chambers of the hemi-

spheres; 5, Chamber of optic thalmus, or third ventricle:

4, Chamber of cerebellum; 5, Fourth ventricle; as,

Aquaeductus Silvii.

Fig. 3.

—

Brain of FisJf. (Pohjpterns.)

yl, From above; B. From the side; O, Olfactory

lobes; //, Hemisphaees; 77/, ()})tic thalmi; Lo^ Lobi

optici; Ce, Cerebellum; J/o, Medula oblongata.

Fig. 4.

—

Brain of Human Fa'tus, (tt seven months.

F, Frontal lobe; 7^ Parietal lobe; 0, Occipital lobe;

Ty Temporal lobe; .S', Fissura Silvii; J\\ Sulcus of

Rolando: MO, Medula; (', Cerebellum.

Fig. M—Sensorg ((pjxtratns in the Prol)Osis of Fig.

n. Nerve; r/, (langlion cell; r, Tactile rods.

Fig. 18.

—

Diagnnn (\f the (^onrse of Nerre Fibres,

passiug from the retina to tlu' Uraiu.
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PLATE IT.

Fig. 10.— Tacfile bodies.

A^ B, Tactile spheres from the bill of a duck; C, Tac-

tile body imbedded in papilla of human skin; e, Epi

dermis; n. Nerve; s^ Tactile body.

Fig. 11.

—

A^ An epithelium cell with two olfactory

cells, from Proteus; (j, ganglionic portion of olfactory

cell; B, Epithelium and olfactory cells of man.

Fig. 12.

—

Gustatory Cupfrom Mouth of Babbit.

A, Entire; H, Isolated sensory cells from such a cup.

Fig. 18.

—

Diac/rants of the Development of the Labfj-

rinth in (A) Fishes*, (B) Birds, (C) Mammals; T^

Utricuhis; *S', Sacculus; C, Cochlea; 7/, Recessus la])y-

rinthi.

Fig. 14.

—

Eye of Spider in Section.

L, Lense; e, Epidernuil layer; ,s, Rods; r/, Ganglion

cells; y>, Pigment.

Fig. 1 T).

—

Ditn/nntKftic Section of the Eye of Nautilus.

7/, Hetina; o //, Optic nerve.

Fig. 10.

—

Diayramatic Section of the Eyeof aCuttlc-

fiish.

L. />^. Lenses; el Eye-lids; //, l^etina; oy, Optic

ganglion: o//. Optic nerve; />//, Integunumt.

Fig. 17.

—

Section (f II uinan lictina.

«', Membrana liniitaiis interna; 7^ (langlion layer;

(^2, Second ganglion layer; //\ Third layer of ganglion

cells; b. b\ (iranular layers; ((, Rod and spindle layer;

(?, External j)ignient layer.



PLATE II

Fi^. 13.
Fi0.12.
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